
5.5 	 Analysis of Heb 13:1-17 

5.5.1 The internal structure of Heb 13:1-17 

5.5.1.1 	 Colon analysis 

Our passage can be divided into the following 40 colons: 

v. c. 


1 1 'H $LAaoEA01a UEVETW. 


2 2 Tne ¢LAo,Evlae un €~LAaVe&vEaeE, 


3 OLa TaUTue yap eAa80v TLVE~ [EvlaavTEe ayyEAou~. 


3 4 ULuvuaKEa8E TWV oEaulwv we auvoEoEUEVOL, 

)()<.)CX)()(X >"x,..x)()(x;;<xxxx 

~OpVOU~ yap Kat ~oLxoD~ KPLVEt b 6E6~. 
A 

5 8 	 (~EaTw) 'A¢LAapyuooe b TpO~Oe, 

lOa aUTo~ yap ELP~KEV' 

10a.1 "ou ~~ aE avw 

6 lOb waTE (ouvaa6aL) 6appoDvTae UU&~ AE1ELV' 

10b.2 	 [Kat] ou ¢oBu6r,aouaL, 

10b.3 	T1 ~oL~aEL ~OL &v6pwwo~;" 

7 11 	MVUUOVEVETE TWV U10UUEvwv UUWV~ 
~"-""-'-' 

OLTLVE~ €A&A~aav U~tV TOV AOYOV ToD 6EOU, 

12 wv ava8EwpOUVTE~ (eaTE) TnV eKBaaLv T~~ avaaTpo~~~ 

13 ULUEta8E TnV ~laTLv. 

8 14 	 'InaoDe XOLaToc (eaTLv) EX8E~ Kat a~~Epov b aUTO~ Kat 
Ei~ TOfJ~ alwva~. 
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9 15 ~LoaxaLc ~OLK[AaLC Kat EevaLC gn ~aoa¢eoEaeE· 

16 (eaTLv) KaAov rap xapLTL BEBaLouaeaL TnV Kapo[av, ou 
BpwgaaLv 

17 EV oi~ OUK W¢EA~e~aav oi ~EpL~aTouvTE~. 

10 18 	 exo~Ev evaLaaTnpLov
PDtltlCbodr::>pao 

E~ ou ¢arELV OUK eXOVaLV E~OVa[av oi TU aK~VU 
AaTpEVOVTE~. 
tJpctJooo a 0 000 

11 19 	WV rap Eia¢epETaL r~WV TO ai~a ~Ept a~apT[a~ Ei~ Ta 
arLa OLa TOU apXLEpew~, 

20 TOVTWV Ta aw~aTa KaTaKa[ETaL e~w Try~ ~apE~~oA~~. 
OeClClOOOo 00 cc,.OVOo GOO 

12 21 ~LO Kat 'Inaouc, 


iva arLaav OLa TOU io[ov ai~aTo~ TOV Aaov, 

)C. "It' " )l )( )C., )()(' 

e~w T~~ ~VAry~ e~aeEV. 
Cc (. C C c 	 (.. f etc (.00 )lX'<><;r<YJ<XB 

13 22 	 TO[VVV E,EpXWUEea ~pOC aUTOV e,w TUC ~apEgBoAUC 
c occCC'C'cc"::'" 	 eo,,<..:~~·~o~o:;,~t v.-:.,o ~, .... ~.t. 

TOV bVELoLagov aUTOU ¢epOVTEC· 
)<,i.)(jI.)(:)(J'-1l.'",,)(..>( 

14 23 	 ou rap eXO~EV WOE ~Evovaav ~OALV 

24 	 aAAa TijV ~EAAovaav E~LtnToUUEV. 
eo(.t.....>·~·~CC1:'Cc 

15 25 	 ~L' aUTOU [OUV] ava¢EpwgEV eva[av aiVEaEwc OLa ~aVTOC 
T4J eE4J, TOUT' ea'T"t"'V''''Kap1rO",;cYELAEWV bUOAOYOVVTWV TW 
b v 0ga TL aUT 0 U . 

16 26 	Lft£ OE EU~OL1ac Kat KOLvwv[ac gn E~LAaVeaVEaeE· 

27 	 TOLavTaL~ rap eva[aLc EuapEaTELTaL b eEO~. 
=tct:rcccao 

17 28 	 ilE[eEaeE TOLC UyovgEVOLC UUWV 
~~'""-'""-' 

29 	 Kat U~E[KETE, 

30 	 aUTot rap arpV~vouaLv U~EP TWV ~vxwv u~wv w~ AOrOV 
a~oowaovTE~~"'-~"-'---'---"'~"-"-- .~ 
~ 

31 	aAvaLTEAE~ rap U~LV TOUTO. 

Colon 	9 is treated as a separate colon because the 
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participle apKou~EVOL has imperatival force l and does not 

simply explicate the foregoing. Colon lOb is grammatically 

subordinate to colon 10a l expressing the result (waTE) of colon 

lOa. 	But as colon lOa introduces a citation of God's promise in 

colons 10a.1 and 10a.2, so colon lOb introduces a citation of 

the community response to God's promise in colons 10b.1, 10b.2 

and 10b.3. Therefore colon lOb is treated as a separate colon. 

Colons 10a-10a.2 and colons 10b-10b.3 are almost coordinate: 

"God 	has said ... , and we say ... " 

Colon 12 is introduced by the relative wv and could 

therefore be interpreted as grammatically subordinate to colon 

11. It contains, however, semantically independent information 

and the participle (avaOEwpOUVTE() has imperatival force. 

Colons 12 and 13 are related as follows: "Contemplate ... and 

imitate., ,II 

Also colon 17 is introduced by a relative pronoun and 

could therefore be treated as grammatically subordinate to 

colon 16, but it contains semantically independent information 

and is treated as a separate colon. 

Colon 30 functions almost as a parenthesis. The clause 


starting with iva is in fact still a part of colon 29 


expressing motivation (although it also motivates colon 28) , 


5.5.1.2 	 Explication of internal structure 

As indicated by the thematic markers in the Greek text, we 

1 Giving an imperatival force to apKov~EVOL, Smith 
translates colons 8-9 as follows: liThe manner of life is to be 
free from the love of money, and be pleased with what you have" 
(1989, 72). 

, I 
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note six important semantic slots in Heb 13:1-17: 

1. 	The markers ________ ) indicating the specific 

expressions of the community life that God is pleased 

with. These expressions must not be forgotten, but be 

remembered and continued so that they may become the 

manner of Ii or lifestyle of the readers. 

2. 	 The markers (~xx )I.)<)O(;<') referring to sufferings. 

3. 	The markers referring to Jesus. 

4. 	The markers (C~DO~~OO) indicating the movement to the 

outside. 

5. 	The markers (0000000) referring to the altar or 

offerings. 

6. 	 The markers (~~v-) referring to the leaders and 

their lifestyle. 

The first semantic slot includes specific admonitions in 

vv. 1-6. These admonitions are: "brotherly love" (¢LAaoeA¢La) , 

"hospitality" (¢LAo~evLa), "to entertain" (EevLfw), "to 

sympathize with prisoners and those who are ill-treated" 

(expressed by (1UV- and Kat aiJTot) , "to honor marriage" (TLI1LOC; 

b yaI10C;) "to keep marriage bed pure" (1] KOLT7] aI1LaVToc;) "toI 	 I 

be 	free from the love of moneyll (a¢LAapyupoc;) "to be content"I 

(apKEOJiaL) I and "to say with confidence. 112 There seems to be no 

logical progression in listing these admonitions, but since vv. 

7-17 show a somewhat stronger internal cohesion we regard vv. 

1 6 as a separate unit. 

Vv. 7-17 show not only a certain logical cohesion, but are 

2 V. 6 may be considered as an example of OuaTa aLveaewc; or 
Kap~ov xeLAewv bJioAoyouvTwv T~ bVOl1aTL aUTou in v. 15. 
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also framed by admonitions concerning the community's leaders 

(cf. vv. 7 and 17). Vv. 8-16 in turn revolve around 

confessional and cultic motifs, with Jesus in the center. The 

logical progression is more or less as follows: Do not be 

carried away (~apa¢epw) by diverse and strange teachings, but 

go out to Jesus, who remains the same and guarantees the 

enduring city, while "carrying" (¢epw) his reproach. Through 

this Jesus offer (ava¢epW}3 a sacrifice of praise and 

sacrifices of good works and fellowship. 

Two other general items can be included in this first 

semantic slot. They are: to be "made holy" (aT' L(~~W) by Jesus 

(v. 12) and to "please" (€Uap€aTEw) God (v. 16). All items in 

the first semantic slot may be summarized by these two general 

items. As we have seen above, the first semantic slot dominates 

the whole passage. Therefore we can say that 13:1 17 deals with 

the ways in which the true and God-pleasing worship must be 

expressed in every area of the community life, especially in 

the lifestyle of both the members and leaders of the community. 

In the first semantic slot we can find many phrases 

specifically expressing the manner of life or lifestyle. These 

expressions include: "let ... continue" (J1.€VETW) in v. 1, "do 

not forget" (J1.~ E~tAav8aY€a8e) in vv. 2 and 16, "unknowingly" 4 

(Aav8avw) in v. 2, "remember"s (J1.tJ1.vfJaK0J1.at and J1.V7JJ1.0V€uw) in 

3 Note the repeated use of words containing ¢EPWi also 
€la¢epw in colon 19. 

4 To entertain angels unknowingly implies that entertaining 
has become the lifestyle. 

5 Lane translates this as "continue to remember" "to 
express the iterative force of the present imperative" (1991Q, 
508) . 

http:J1.tJ1.vfJaK0J1.at
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vv. 3 and 7, "let ... be" (unexpressed €: CT7W) in vv. 4 and 5, 

"in all respects" or "in every way" (EV 1T&CTLV)6 in v. 4, 

"manner of life" or "conduct" (7p01T0C;) in v. 5,7 "I shall not 

fear" (ob ¢08~8~CTo~aL}8 in v. 5, "consider" (&va8ewp€w) and 

"imitate" (~L/l€O/laL) in v. 7, "do not be carried away,,9 in v. 

9, "let us go out to Jesus bearing his reproach,,10 in v. 13, 

"seek" (E1TLr~7€W)1l in v. 14, "let us continually offer" 

(&va¢€pw~ev ... 6L& wav7a~) in v. 15, "continue to obey ... and 

submit,,12 in v. 17. 

The second semantic slot contains the words related to 

sufferings, which remind the readers of the earlier sections of 

Hebrews (e.g., 2:5-18; 10:32 34, 11:25-26, 35b-38; 12:2-4). It 

includes: "prisoners" (6€CT~LOL), "fellow-prisoners" 

(CTuv6e6e~€voL) and IIthose being ill-treated ll (/(.a/(.ouxofj~evot) in 

6 Cf. v. 18. 

7 Cf. the phrase "those who walk in them" (01 
1TepLwa70uv7ec;) in v. 9, which also suggest a lifestyle even 
though it is a negative one to be avoided. 

8 This verb may be considered to have the "durative" 

(Moulton 1908, 150) or "linear" (in contrast to "punctiliar") 

(Moule 1953, 10) sense. 


9 Lane translates as "do not be led away whenever various 
strange teachings arise" to "recognize the iterative force of 
the present tense" (1991Q, 522). P. E. Hughes also tries to 
capture the force of the present imperative, but in a different 
way. He translates as "do not go on being led astray." This 
means that "they are to put a stop to what is already taking 
place" (1977, 572). 

10 This needs to be included in the manner of life because 
the reason (yap in v. 14) for this appeal is the continual 
life-attitude searching the coming city. 

11 Filson comments that this verb "indicates a continuous, 
earnest, eager quest and desire" (1967, 70). 

12 This translation also tries to capture the iterative 
force of the present imperative. 
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v. 3, "bloodll (aljia), lito sufferll (m:itaxw) in v. 12 and 

"reproach" (oV€LOLajiOC;) in v. i3. 

The third semantic slot contains the name of Jesus or 

adjectives/pronouns replacing it. These are concentrated in vv. 

8-15. This third semantic slot includes: "Jesus Christ" in v. 

8, "Jesus" in v. 12, "his own" (iOLOC;) [blood] in v. 12, [go 

out to] "him ll and "his" [reproach] in v. 13, [through] "him" in 

v. 15. Jesus is also implied as the subject in the verb "he 

might sanctify" (~lL&au). 

The fourth semantic slot indicates the movement of going 

out. It includes: "outside the camp" (€~W T~C; 1I'ap€ji{3oA~C;) in 

vv. 11 and 13, lIoutside the gate" (€~W T~C; 1I'VATJC;) in v. 12 and 

the verb "to go out" (€~EpXOjiaL) in v. 13. The verb "seek" 

(E1I'LtTJTEW) may also imply going out because the place to seek 

is spatially contrasted with "here" (~O€). 

The fifth semantic slot contains references to the altar, 

the sacrifices and the activities related to them. It includes: 

"altar" (8uaLaaT~pLov) and lito serve" (AaTp€Vw) in v. 10, "to 

offer" (~va¢Epw) in v. 15, "sacrifice" (8uafa) in vv' 15 and 

16. 

The sixth semantic slot contains references to the leaders 

and their lifestyle in vv. 7 and 17. These two references to 

the leaders form a clear inclusion demarcating vv. 7 17 as a 

separate section. All the specific expressions of the community 

life need be done both in imitation of and in submission to the 

leaders of the community. The "way of life" (~vaaTpo¢~) of the 

former leaders, who spoke the word of God to the readers (v. 

7), is characterized by "faith" or "faithfulness" (1I'faTLC;) in 
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v. 7. In v. 17 it is emphasized that the present leaders "keep 

watch" (l~YPll1TV€W) over the souls of the members of the 

community 'as' (w<;) 13 men who must give an account" (v. 17). By 

obeying and submitting to them the readers must help them to do 

their work "not groaning, but with joy" (v. 17). 

The logic of the argument in Heb 13:1-17 may be summarized 

as follows: 

1. The author wants the concept of God-pleasing worship to 

be broadened to include a God-pleasing lifestyle in every area 

of life. It is true that a God-pleasing lifestyle has been 

shown by the readers, but the author wants the readers to "keep 

on showing this lifestyle" (shown by the first semantic slot) . 

They need to show perseverance in doing good works and 

continuing their fellowship as well as in praising and 

worShipping God. 

2. The readers need to show the God-pleasing lifestyle 

under the context of "sufferings" (shown by the second semantic 

slot) as Jesus did. 

3. The author wants the readers' hearts to be strengthened 

by coming to "Jesus" (shown by the third semantic slot) who 

gives grace. Specifically, the author wants every member of the 

community "to go out to Jesus bearing his reproach" (shown by 

the fourth semantic slot) . 

4. The reason why the readers should go out to Jesus is 

that he provided them with "an altar where God-pleasing 

sacrifices are to be offered" (shown by the fifth semantic 

slot) . 

13 Cf. w<; used twice in v. 3. 
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5. This God-pleasing sacrifice corresponds to "the God-

pleasing lifestyle of the readers" (shown by the first semantic 

slot) . 

6. The author wants the God-pleasing lifestyle of the 

readers to be guided by their leaders (shown by the sixth 

semantic slot). The readers must not only imitate the faith of 

their former leaders, but also obey their present leaders and 

submit to their authority. The sacrifices of good works and 

fellowship as well as the sacrifice of praise are all, in a 

sense, public in their character and therefore need to be 

offered to God by a harmonized community under the leadership 

of their leaders. 

As already mentioned in relation to the first semantic 

slot, vv. 1 6 contain four pairs of admonitions14 which 

seemingly are not logically correlated. Michel rightly divides 

vv. 1-6 into four pairs (vv. 1-2; v. 3; v. 4; vv. 5-6). He 

comments: "Die Einzelspriiche werden unverbunden und 

unvermittelt nebeneinandergestellt, allerdings schlieSt sich 

jedem Imperativ eine kurze, bezeichnende Begriindung an" (1975£, 

479) . 

Four pairs of admonitions presented in 13:1-6 are in fact 

prepared by 12:28. The "worship pleasing God" (12:28) should 

14 Cf. Thuren who divides vv. 1-6 into three sections 
reflecting a pattern of "zwei Doppelmahnungen (V.1-2f.), zwei 
Doppelwarnungen (V.4-5a) und zwei Zitaten (V.5b-6)" (1973, 
208); Vanhoye also comes up with three sections (vv. 1-3; v. 4; 
vv. 5-6), respectively dealing with "lived charity, chastity, 
spirit of poverty and trust in the Lord" (1989, 32); Attridge 
favors a twofold division (vv. 1-3; vv. 4-6) in which the 
former part deals with "peace and mutual concern" and the 
latter part deals with "personal behavior" (1989, 385); Verhey 
takes vv. 2-6 as "concrete applications of 'brotherly love'" to 
strengthen "the covenant bonds" (1984, 132). 
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not be limited to public worship, but rather be directly 

related to pursuing peace and sanctificat'ion (12: 14) in every 

area of community life. As 13:15-16 confirms later, a sacrifice 

of praise must be concretely expressed by sacrifices of good 

works and fellowship. 

to1SAs we have already stated, in contrast vv. 1-6, the 

central part of vv. 7-17 is not only more closely linked 

together,16 but is also framed by the references to the leaders 

(shown by the sixth semantic slot) which form an inclusion. 

Vanhoye well summarizes the thrust of vv. 7-1717 as follows: 

This section "endeavors to strengthen the cohesion of the 

community around its leaders, a cohesion based on the 

participation of everyone in the passion of Christ (13,12-13)" 

(1989, 32). 

Vv. 7-17 may be divided into three section (vv. 7-9; vv. 

10-16; v. 17). V. 17 formally closes vv. 7-17 by forming an 

inclusion in referring to the leaders of the community. Vv. 7

9, which are loosely connected, serve as an introduction to the 

15 But many of the admonitions in vv. 7-17 are as 
commonplace as those in vv. 1-6. 

16 Not only does ~&p occur five times (vv. 9, II, 14, 16, 
17), but other particles also occur (oL6 in v. 12, TOLVUV in v. 
13). There occurs ovv in v. IS, but this particle is textually 
doubtful (it is given a D rating in the UBS text and is 
enclosed in bracket in the Nestle-Aland text) even though it is 
appropriate at this point. 

17 Vanhoye (1989, 31) takes vv. 18-19 as part of this 
section because he sees an inclusion not only between ry~oU~€VWV 
in v. 7 and ry~OU~€VOL~ in v. 17, but also between av~aTpo¢~~ in 
v. 7 and aV~aTp€¢€ae~L in v. 18. In this case, "we" including 
"I" in vv. 18-19 would be included among the leaders. But vv. 
18-19 together withvv. 20 25 rather form a concluding personal 
note to the whole epistle. Especially note ~apaKaAw in vv. 19 
and 22 (also ~ap&KA~aL~ in v. 22) binding vv. 19-25 as a 
unified note attached to the rest of Hebrews. 
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closely knit section18 of vv. 10-16. 

When the readers are urged in v. 7 to remember and imitate 

their former leaders who preached the word of God and whose 

manner of life was characterized by faith or faithfulness, it 

is very natural that they recall Jesus who was both the content 

of the preaching and the source of the faith or faithfulness of 

their leaders. Thus though seemingly abrupt, the confessional 

affirmation in v. 8 may be related to v. 7. Furthermore, the 

affirmation that Jesus Christ remains "the same" (0 aiJToe;) 

makes the author to exhort the readers not to be carried away 

by IIdiverse" (1TOLKf)..oe;) and "strange" (~EVOe;) teachings in v. 

9. This contrast between 0 aurae; and 1TOLKf)..oe; Kat ~EVOe; is 

continued by the contrast between X&pLe; and ~pw~ara. 

The reference to "foods" introduces the cultic imagery in 

vv. 10-16. In vv. 10-14, by comparing the burning of the bodies 

of sacrificial animals outside the camp with the death of 

Christ outside the gate,19 the author locates the Christian 

altar as the place where Christ died for his people and 

encourages the readers to go out to Jesus bearing his reproach. 

By metaphorically applying the cultic imagery he developed, he 

finally exhorts the readers to offer God-pleasing sacrifices of 

praise, good works and fellowship (vv. 15-16). The affirmation 

that "we" Christians have an altar (v. 10) eventually leads to 

the paraenetic application that Christians must offer God

18 As mentioned already, note the inferential particles 
such as tHO, rOLVUV, [ovv] in vv. 10-16. 

19 This comparison reminds us of what the author has done 
in the central part of Hebrews (7:1-10:18). "Our author sets 
out to interpret the work of Christ in terms of the cultus as 
recorded in Scripture" (Hanson 1988, 300). 
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pleasing sacrifices on this altar (vv. 15-16) .20 In vv. 10-16 

the author wants the readers to understand that participating 

in Christ's altar necessarily implies following him in the 

pilgrimage to the abiding and coming city despite accompanying 

sufferings and persevering in worshipping God both through a 

sacrifice of praise and sacrifices of good works and fellowship 

until they reach that city. 

In the light of the above analysis, the theme of this 

passage may be formulated as follows: "We must persevere in our 

pilgrimage to the heavenly coming city by displaying a God-

pleasing lifestyle in every area of life. This lifestyle must 

be expressed concretely as 'praise' and 'good works and 

fellowship' even while undergoing the suffering inherent in our 

earthly pilgrimage. We can persevere by going out to Jesus 

bearing his disgrace instead of being carried away by various 

strange teachings. This Jesus gives us grace and an altar where 

God-pleasing sacrifices, which are equivalent to a God-pleasing 

lifestyle, should be offered." 

5.5.2 Exegetical remarks 

5.5.2.1 Heb 13:1-6 

In this section, the exhortations to "pursue peace with 

all men and sanctification" in 12:14 and to "worship God 

acceptably with reverence and awe" in 12:28 are expressed by 

20 To formally relate altar in v. 10 and sacrifices in vv. 
15-16, Lane (1991Q, 503) suggested a chiastic structure for vv. 
10 16 (A (v. 10), B (v. 11), C (v. 12), C' (v. 13), B' (v. 14), 
A' (vv. 15-16)). He maintains that the expositions in 13:10-12 
(A/B/C) provide the ground for the exhortations in 13:13-16 
(C'/B'/A'). But this chiasm is clearly forced, especially in 
view of the slight correlation between Band B' . 
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four pairs of specific and concrete examples along with some 

motivations for them. 

The first pair consists of "brotherly love" (¢L~a6e~¢la)21 

and "hospitality" (¢L~o~eVra). Brotherly love here almost 

certainly means love among brothers in Christ,22 specifically 

love among the readers23 who are members of the new covenant 

community. Hospitality also seems to refer to that given to 

brothers in Christ and is thus one specific expression of 

brotherly love. This was especially important for the leaders, 

many of whom were constantly on the move and depended for their 

travel on the hospitality of the local community which they 

visited. 

The admonition to let brotherly love "remain" (I1EVW)24 

suggests that brotherly love is already manifested among the 

readers and that the main concern of the author is that they 

"keep on loving" (NIV) or persevere in loving each other. 25 

21 Note the repetition of ¢L~- in ¢L~o~evla (v. 2) and 
a¢L~&pyUPo~ (v. 5). For the similar concept of brotherly love 
which is expressed by ay&~~, see 6:10; 10:24 where ay&~~ is 
related to (Ka~ov] EPYOV. Also compare with eU~oLta Kat 
KOLvwvfa in v. 16. 

22 Cf. 2:11, 12, 17. 

23 Cf. a6e~¢ol in 3:1, 12; 10:19; 13:22-23; aya~~Tof in 
6:9. 

24 Cf. the same word I1EVW in 12:27; 13:14. By this word the 
author may suggest that the unshakable kingdom or the abiding 
city must be characterized by the continuing love relationship 
in the new covenant community. 

2S It is not really necessary to suppose that this 
brotherly love is being threatened, though there may be some 
hint of that in 10:24-25. The following principle applies to 
all the other admonitions: An admonition does not necessarily 
imply any problem in the area of that admonition; cf. Verhey's 
comment that "it is wrong to suppose that the admonitions of 
chapter 13 address particular crises" (1984, 131). 

, I 
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This need for perseverance is expressed by third person 

singular imperatives such as ~EVETW (v. 1) and implied E~TW 

(vv. 4, 5) or imperatives related to the memory of the readers 

such as ~~ €7rLAO'VOQtVE~OE (v. 2)26 and ~L~VfJ~KE~OE (v. 3). The 

author wants the readers to continue with their formerly 

expressed commitment to Christ. 27 

In contrast to v. I, v. 2 includes a motivation derived 

from the Old Testament for its admonition. In v. 2 there are 

plays on words. The artistry is enhanced by the following 

chiastic arrangement: 

EAO'OOV 

"Some" (TLVE<;;) may include Lot (Gen 19:1-14), Gideon (Judg 

6:11-18), or Manoah (Judg 13:3-22), but the use of EAO'OOV in 

the sense of "being unaware" or "without knowing it,,28 

appropriately points to the episode of Abraham and Sarah in Gen 

~EVL~O'VTE<;; 

18:2 	15. 

329Another pair of admonitions in v. begins with a 

present imperative "continue to remember" (~l~VfJ~KE~OE) .30 Not 

only this verb but also references to "prisoners" and "those 

26 "Not to forget ll implies "not to forget to do" or "not to 
neglect" as in v. 16. 

27 Cf. 6:10-12; 10:23-25, 32-39. 

28 In Gen 18 those who visit Abraham and Sarah are called 
avopE<;; instead of aYYEAol. 

29 Attridge's or Vanhoye's attempt to treat v. 3 along with 
vv. 1-2 may be justified when vv. 1-3 are compared with Matt 
25:35 36. 

30 Cf. ~V~~OVEUETE in v. 7; other similar expressions such 
as 7rpO~EXW in 2:1, KO'TO'VOEW in 3:1, aVO'Aoyrfo~O'L in 12:3, and 
avO'OEwpEW in 13:7. 
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who are ill-treated" recall the former experiences of the 

readers in 10:32-3431 and also certain experiences of the 

faithful men of old in chap. 11.32 The motivations for 

remembering prisoners and those who are ill-treated are 

respectively given by two parallel phrases beginning with "as 

if" (W<;). 33 The author admonishes the readers to remember the 

prisoners as if they were their "fellow-prisoners" 

(C1VVOEOEP.EVOL)34 and to remember those ill-treated "as being 

themselves in body" (~v a~p.aTl). 

The phrase "as being themselves in body" may be 

interpreted in several ways. The most metaphoric one is to 

understand the body, as in Paul, as the church which is the 

body of Christ. In this case the readers are to remember those 

ill-treated Christians because they themselves share in the 

same Christian fellowship made possible by Christ. Another way 

is to understand the body as human existence. So Zerwick 

renders thi s verse: "as being al so yourselves35 in the body and 

so liable to like treatment" (1981, 687). Similarly, Thuren 

renders this "als solche, die ebenfalls im Leibe leben" and 

31 Cf. avap.lp.vUaKEa8E in 10:32; OEC1P.lO<; in 10:34; 
OVElOlC1jJ.O<; and 8Xil/ll<; in 10:33 as examples of "being ill 
treated." 

32 Cf. Moses' "sharing ill-treatment" (avYKaKov'XEojJ.al) with 
the people of God in 11:25 and the "abuse" (ovElolajJ.o<;) 
suffered for the sake of Christ in 11:26 (cf. 13:13); also 
"ill-treated" (KaKov'X0ujJ.EvoL) in 11:37. 

33 Cf. w<; Xoyov a1fOO~aovTE<; in v. 17. 

34 For solidarity expressed by avv , see avv1fa8ew in 4:15; 
10:34. Cf. "partner" (KOLVWVO<;) in 10:33 or "fellowship" or 
"sharing" (Kolvwvla) in 13:16. 

35 Cf. Lane's comment: "The participle QVTE<; coupled with 
aUTol is emphatic" (1991Q, 508) . 

. I 
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continues that "wer im Leibe lebt, kann leibliche Schmerzen 

eines Mitmenschen verstehen und mit ihm mitleiden" (1973, 210). 

But most likely one is to understand the two w~ phrases as 

paralleP6 and take the idiom to mean "as if you yourselves 

were in (their) body,,37 (Attridge 1989, 386) or "as if you 

yourselves were together with them bodily." 

The last two pairs of admonitions in vv. 1-6 (v. 4 and v. 

Sa) are seemingly unrelated, but they appear together also 

elsewhere in New Testament ethical injunctions38 as well as in 

the Old Testament. 39 If the first two pairs (vv. 1-2) were 

concerned about peace in the community (cf. 12:14), the last 

two pairs are explicitly concerned about the sanctification of 

the community (cf. also 12:14). 

The third pair of admonitions is followed by a yap clause 

providing a motivation. The reason why "marriage" (yaJlo~) 

should be "honored" (TrJlLO~) "in every way" (€y rraO'Ly)40 and 

36 In other words, the same characteristic feature of being 
together with (expressed by O'UY- or ~aL aUToL) is found in both 
w~ phrases. 

37 Cf. w~ €Y Toi~ €TepWy O'wJlaO'ty aUToL ~a~OUxouJl€YOt in 
Philo Spec. leg. 3.161. 

38 Cf. 1 Cor 5:10; 6:9-10; Eph 5:3, 5; Col 3:5; 1 Thess 
4:3-7. 

39 Note Lev 19 and 20, where sins originating from greed 
and sexual sins are prohibited in the covenant community 
because the God of the covenant community is holy; cf. the 
seventh and eighth commandments in the Decalogue (Exod 20:14
15; Deut 5: 18-19) . 

40 If masculine, it means "by all" (NIV) or "bei allen" 
(Braun 1984, 452). If neuter, it means "in every way" or "in 
all respects." The latter is more probable considering the same 
phrase used in the same sense in v. 18, which refers to all 
respects of lifestyle (cf. €y rraYTL ayae~ in v. 21). 
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the "marriage bed" (Kofrr0 41 kept "pure" (aj.l.faVToc;)42 is 

because God43 will "judge" (Kp[VW) "fornicators" (7rOpVOt}44 and 

"adulterers" (j.l.Olxof). The judgment note in the last part of 

the previous chapter45 as well as in 10: 29-31 46 is recalled 

here. Because these admonitions about marriage can only be kept 

by fidelity, even in these seemingly conventional ethical 

admonitions the author has the theme of faithfulness in his 

mind. 

The last pair of admonitions is concerned with the "manner 

of life" (Tp07rOC;)47 of believers expressed in the financial 

area. Those admonitions to be "free from the love of money" 

(a¢t~&plUPOC;) and to "be content" (apKEOj.l.at)48 "with what you 

41 This is a euphemism for sexual relationships in 
marriage. 

42 Cf. the use of the verb "defile" (j.I. taf VW) in 12: 15, 
which suggests that 7rOPVOC; in 12:16 has a cultic nuance and 
describes a mode of defiling the sacred; note the same 
adjective used for describing Christ in 7:26; also note the 
similar negative augment a- (a¢t~&plUPOC;) in v. 5. 

43 Note that the position of b eEOC; at the end of the 
sentence is emphatic. The ultimate motivation for the holiness 
of the community is based on the divine attribute of holiness 
(cf. altOT~C; in 12:10). See Lev 19:2: "You shall be holy, for I 
the LORD your God am holy" (NASB) and also 1 Pet 1:16. 

44 Cf. Esau as 7rOPVOC; in 12:16. 

45 Cf. KPtT~C; in 12:23; 7rUP in 12:29. 

46 Those who do not pursue sanctification in their lives as 
the new covenant people are under similar judgment as those who 
defile the blood of the covenant that sanctified them (10:29 
31) . 

47 Cf. avauTpo¢~ in v. 7; avaUTpE¢Oj.l.at in v. 18. 

48 The participle apKOUj.l.EVOL has imperatival force and in 
fact is parallel with the previous admonition to "be" (implied 
€UTW) free from the love of money. 

http:avaUTpE�Oj.l.at
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have II (TO LC; 1rCXpO U(H V) are conventional. 49 But if we take into 

consideration the situation of the readers who were under 

persecution (10:32-34) and have a prospect of renewed 

persecution (12:4), these admonitions may have a specific 

connotation of not being attached to earthly possessions and 

being ready once again to joyfully accept the confiscation of 

their property (see ap1rcx~~ TWV V1rCXPX6VTWV in 10:34). This is 

further confirmed by the citations given as motivation for the 

admonitions. God's promise is that in any event "he will never 

leave you nor forsake you." And the response of the believer 

is: "I will not be afraid; What can man do to me?" Both God's 

promise and the response of the believer fit in very well with 

a situation of persecution. 

The closest parallel to the citation of God's promise is 

Deut 31:6, 8,50 although there the promise is given in the 

third person. 51 On the other hand, Philo has the same 

quotation52 as here in Hebrews. Because of the totally 

different expositions Hebrews' direct dependence on Philo is 

excluded. S3 Both Philo and the author of Hebrews may have 

49 Cf. a¢LA&p~UpOC; in 1 Tim 3:3; ap~upoc; in Jas 5:3; 
¢LACXp~Uprcx as "a root of all evils" in 1 Tim 6:10; ¢LA&p~UpOC; 
in 2 Tim 3:2; apKEw in 1 Tim 6:8. 

50 Deut 31:6 LXX: OU ~~ aE avV OVTE ~~ aE E~KCXTCXAr1rV; Deut 
31:8 	LXX: OUK av~aEL ae ouoE ~~ E~KCXTCXAr1rV ae. 

51 For more details, see Thomas (1964-65, 318). 

52 Cf. Conf. ling. 166. 

53 For Philo, this citation is "a promise that God will 
never leave the human soul to its own unstrained passions 
(Moffatt 1924, 229). For further details, see Williamson (1970, 
570-73). For Philo's influence through Gen 28:15, see Katz 
(1952, 523-25). 
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depended on a common source. In view of other partial parallels 

where the promise is given in the first person (Gen 28:15,54 

Josh 1: 5 55 and 1 Chr 28: 20) 56 there may, however, have been 

conflation either by the author of Hebrews or already in the 

common source, even if Philo's influence is excluded. In any 

case, the author of Hebrews supports his admonitions not to be 

overly attached to the earthly possessions by God's promise 

that he will never "fail" (avLruu) his people nor "forsake" 

The second citation in v. 6 is to express the Christian 

community's confident response 5B as a result (wure}S9 of God's 

promise. This confident confession of God the helper is 

probably to be equated with what is called later "a sacrifice 

of praise - the fruit of lips that confess his name" (v. 15). 

For this confident response of the community, the author 

quotes Ps 117:6 LXX60 (cf. Ps 55:12 LXX). In this citation the 

S4 Gen 28:15 LXX: ou J1~ U€ E'YKO'TCO...L7rW. 

55 Josh 1:5 LXX: OUK E'YKO'TO'A€L~W U€ OUOE u7r€p6~oJ1O'r U€. 

56 1 Chr 28:20 LXX: b 8€6~ J10u J1€Ta uou, OUK aV~U€L U€ KO't 
OU J1~ U€ €'YKO'TO'AL7rU· 

57 Note a possible contrast between the faithful God and 
some members of the community who forsake "meeting together ll 

(E7rLUUVO''YW'Y~) (10:25). 

58 Cf. 7rO'pp~urO' in the midst of suffering and persecution 
at 10:35. 

59 There seems to be a tendency to ellipsis of oUVO'U80'L in 
the use of WUT€ (Moule 1953, 144). With oUVO'U80'L supplied, the 
meaning will be "so we can say confidently." 

60 As the parenthesis in the Greek text shows, KO't 1S 
textually problematic. The evidence is divided between its 
presence or absence. It may have been inserted "in conformity 
with the MT and the majority text of the LXX" (Ellingworth 
1993,701). 

, I 
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whole context of Ps 118 (LXX 117) appears to be in the author's 

mind. This psalm calls upon the community to "give thanks to" 

or "praise" (E~OIlOAO'YEW) 61 the Lord for his enduring love62 

which was expressed in deliverance from persecution. 63 The 

confession that God is my "helper" (/30TJOoC;;) 64 directly comes 

from the confidence that he will help triumph over enemies. 

From this confidence we naturally expect the following 

utterances: "I will 'not be afraid' (ou ¢O(3EOjJ.Olt) .65 What can 

man do to me?" In view of the emphasis on not fearing man and 

what man can do,66 as already noted, the concern of the author 

"is not limited to the provision of daily needs," but rather 

lIextends to the confrontation with hostility in society at 

large" (Lane 1991b, 520). 

5.5.2.2 Heb 13:7-17 

By specifically mentioning the leaders of the community at 

the beginning as well as at the end of this section,67 the 

author tries to put emphasis on the confessional, cultic and 

61 Cf. Qli v € (] q; or OIlOAO'YEW in v. 15. 


62 Note the refrain of Ps 118: IIHis love endures for ever" 

(REB) . 

63 Thomas notes that this psalm Ilhas always been associated 
with the Passover by the Jews and with Easter in the Church ll 

(1964-65, 319). 

64 Cf. 80TJOEW (2:18) and 80~O€LQI (4:16) 
from Jesus, the high priest. 

for the help coming 

65 
11.: 23, 

Almost 
27. 

synonymous with OQlPPEW in the same versej cf. 

66 Note the prospect of bloody persecution in 12:4; also 
note the general human fear of death in 2:15. 

67 Cf. v. 24. 
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communal dimensions of the community's inner life. Even though 

the leaders play an important role in directing the community 

life, the cohesion of the community ultimately depends on 

Jesus, who remains the same (v. 8) and suffered death so that 

he may sanctify his people through his own blood (v. 12). 

V. 7 urges the readers to "remember" (/lV'T]/lO v E VW) 68 their 

former leaders who "spoke" (EACtA'T]aav) the "word of God ll (AOYOV 

TOU 8EOU), that is, proclaimed the message of salvation. 69 

These leaders may refer to those who initially founded the 

community by bringing the gospel to the readers for the first 

time. 70 

The participle ava8EwpouVTE~ has imperatival force, as was 

the case with the participle apKOV/lEVOL in v. 5. What the 

author wants the readers to learn by remembering their leaders 

is specifically spelled out in colons 12-13. The readers are 

supposed to "consider" (ava8EwpEw) and "imitate" (/lL/lEO/laL). 

The verb ava()EwpEw71 along with the reference to 1TraTL~n 

reminds the readers of what has been said about Jesus, who is 

the initiator and perfecter of 1TraTL~ (12:3). As the readers 

must fix their eyes on Jesus and learn from him perseverance 

through faith, so they must consider the "outcome" (EK{3aaL~) of 

68 Cf. /l L/l v fJ a K 0/la L in v. 3. 

69 Here 1: 1-4: 13 is recalled. 

70 Cf. 2:3, where it was said that the message of such a 

great salvation was first announced by the Lord and then 

confirmed to us by those who heard him. 


71 Cf. a¢opCtw (12:2) i avaAoyrrO/laL (12:3) i also ()EWpEW 

(7:4). 


72 Cf. 6:12; 10:32-39; 11:1-40; 12:1-3. 

, I 
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the "way of life" (CtvCU1TPOtj)r,) 73 of their leaders and "imitate" 

( fl Lfl E0 flCt L) 74 the i r fa i th . 

What €K~CtaL~ precisely means 1S uncertain. Its meaning may 

simply be "outcome ll or "result." Or it may also mean "end," 

thus referring to the end of life of the leaders. It may imply 

that the leaders went through martyrdom, but this seems to go 

beyond what the text says. Probably €K~CtaL~ here refers to "a 

way of life which, as the first readers well knew, remained 

faithful to the end" {Ellingworth 1993, 703).75 Therefore, 

there follows an exhortation to imitate their faith. Their 

faith made possible their faithfulness, as in 10:32 39, 11:1 40 

and 12:1 3. 

Their faithfulness can be traced to their ~LaTt~ in God 

and his Son, Jesus Christ, who takes the central position in 

vv. 8-16. Therefore, the seemingly abrupt affirmation in v. 8 

may be considered as a transition from v. 7 to the following 

verses. Jesus Christ76 remains "the same" (b CtV TOe;) 77 yesterday 

and "today" {ar,flEpov)78 and "forever" (Eie; TOVe; CtiwVCt~)79. 

73 Cf. CtvCtaTpe¢oflCtL in v. 18 and 10:33; ~EPt~CtTEW in v. 9; 
TpO~Oe; in v. 5. 

74 Cf. 2 Thess 3:7, 9; 3 John 11; for the noun fltfl~Tr,e;, see 
6:12 where the readers are urged to be fltfl~TCtt TWV ota ~LaTEWe; 
KCtt flCtKpo8UflLCte; KA~POVOflOVVTWV Tae; E~CtYYEArCte;i also 1 Cor 11:1; 
1 Thess 1:6; 2:14. 

75 Cf. "(successful) outcome, result of one's way of life" 
(Bauer 1979, 238). 

76 Cf. other occurrences of this full name in 10:10 and 
13: 21. 

77 Cf. the citation of Ps 101:28 LXX in 1:12: aD OE b CtVTO~•ELi also note the use of flEVW in 7:3; 12:27; 13:1, 14. 

78 Cf. the repeated use of ar,flEpov in 3:7-4:13. 
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This christological statement certainly has a confessional 

ring. 8o The phrase "yesterday and today and forever" 

underscores the unchangeability and continuity of Jesus Christ 

for all time. 8l However I there is uncertainty about how to 

understand "yesterday" (ex8ee;). "Yesterday" may be thought of 

as the counterpart of "forever" meaning "from all eternity.1I 

"/YesterdaYI today and for everl is a graphic way of alluding 

to past l present and future in order to affirm the unchanging 

nature of Christ" (Montefiore 1964 1 22).82 Or "yesterday" may 

refer to the recent historical event (the whole of Jesus l 

earthly ministry or specifically his once for all death on the 

cross). Filson argues for this option by saying that "the 

coming and work of Christ" may be spoken of "as having occurred 

Iyesterday/ll (1967 1 33).83 But most probably "yesterdayll may 

79 Cf. Eie; TOV aiwva TOU aiwvoe; in 1:8; Eie; TOUe; aiwvae; 
[TWV aiwvwv] in v. 21; Eie; TOV aiwva (5:6; 7:28) and Eie; TO 
O[~VEKEe; (7:3) in relation to Christ/s eternal priesthood; o[a
TO ~EVE[V aUTOV Eie; TOV aiwva (7:24). 

80 Cf. Lindars (1989 1 387) 1 who comments that v. 8 
IIreflects the primitive confession IJesus is the Christl 11; 
Michel (1975g, 490), who calls v. 8 a "Bekenntnis-Aussage ll j 

Montefiore (1964 1 242)1 who calls v. 8 a IIsemi-credal 
liturgical formula (Cf. Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 12:3)"; also Filson 
(1967, 31). 

81 Cf. Rev 1:4 1 8; 4:8; 11:17; 16:5. 

82 Harvill comments that v. 8 expresses lithe closest 
continuity between the preexistent historic and the exaltedI i 

Christ" (1979, 134) i Attridge is for this option in saying that 
IIbecause Jesus Christ is an integral part of the eternal divine 
realm that is unchanging I he is now l for the Christian 
addressees a sure foundation for their communal life (vs 7)I 

and doctrine (vs 9)" (1989 1 393). 

83 Similarly 1 Bruce comments that "}::esterda}:: Jesus 1 offered 
up entreaties and supplications with loud cries and tears l to 
the one who was able to save him 

I 

from death l (Heb. 5:7)" (1990, 
375; cf. 1969 1 16). 

, I 
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refer to the days of the former leaders. In other words, "Jesus 

Christ is declared to remain the object of faith for the 

assembly now ('today') as he was formerly ('yesterday') for 

those leaders" (Lane 199112, 529).84 Even if the former leaders 

are now gone, Christ remains the same for the readers "today" 

as for the by-gone leaders "yesterday. ,,85 

Now in colon 15 the unchangeability of Christ provides 

enough motivation not to be "carried away" (1rapa(j:;e pw) 86 by 

"various" (1rOLKLAO<;) and "strange" (~evo<;) teachings. 87 The 

variety and strangeness of heresy is in stark contrast to the 

unchangeability of Christ. As we will see below in the 

discussion about "foods," the various and strange teachings 

seem to be related to certain Jewish teachings. 88 

The reason for this quite conventional warning against 

heresy89 is because "it is good" (KaAov). This kind of argument 

84 The emphasis is not on the contrast between their 
leaders' absence and Christ's unchanging presence, but on the 
continuity in the faith of both the former leaders and the 
readers. The link between vv. 7 and 8 is that "the latter is an 
amplification of the nature of the leader's faith, a faith 
which was in Christ and his work; since he is the same 'today' 
as he was then, they may with confidence imitate such faith" 
(Hurst 1990, 120). 

85 Bruce says that "unlike those guides, Jesus would not 
die" (1969, 16). 

86 Cf. 1rapa(p)pew in 2:1; also 3:12; 4:1; 10:35. These 
passages show the author's concern for the perseverance of the 
weary readers. 

87 Note the plural of OLoax~. 

88 Lindars seems to be on the right track when he comments 
that these teaChings are "an oblique reference to the 
comprehensive Jewish teachings on purification, of which the 
Day of Atonement is a central item" (1989, 388). 

89 Cf. Eph 4:14-16 (specifically 1rEpL¢epw in 4:14); 5:6; 
Col 2:6-8; 1 Tim 1:3-7. 
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suggests that both the author and the readers knows the reason 

so well that it is not necessary to present a detailed 

argument. The readers must not be carried away by heresy 

because it is good for the "heart" (Kapo[a) 90 to be 

"strengthened" (j3€{3a LOW) 91 by "grace" (Xap u;) ,92 not by foods. 

Certainly this contrast between grace and foods is a 

continuation of the contrast between Christ and heretical 

teachings. The author's concern seems to be in both 

strengthening the readers by grace coming from Christ and at 

the same time preventing them from being carried away by 

heretical teachings related to foods. 

But what does "foods" refer to? Some scholars tried to 

identify "foods" more specifically with certain cultic meals. 

One possibility is that "foods" may refer to pagan cultic 

meals. 93 But if it were so, the author would have rejected 

these "foods" more explicitly. Another possibility is that 

"foods ll may have reference to some sort of Jewish cultic meal. 

For example, Lindars suggested that "foods ll may allude to lithe 

communal dinners which were held on Jewish feast days in 

Diaspora Judaism" (1989, 388; cf. 1991£, 10 11). Finally, 

"foods ll may have reference to a Christian practice, that is, 

90 Cf. the repeated occurrences of Kapo[a in 3:7 4:13; 
8: 10; 10: 16, . 22. 

91 Cf. 2:3; for {3E{3aLo~, see 2:2; 3:14; 6:19; 9:17; for 
{3€{3a[waL~, 	 see 6:16. 

92 Cf. the throne of grace (4:16); the Spirit of grace 
(10:29) i the grace of God which the readers are warned not to 
miss (12:15) i "grace be with you all" (13:25). 

93 This is given as one of the possibilities in Moffatt 

(1924, 233). 
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the Lord's supper. Braun sees a negative reference to the 

Lord's supper in "foods." He says that "(3PWJlCf(]LV ginge 

gegen sakrales Essen als Heilsgarantie" (1984, 462)." 

But these diverse and strange teachings related to foods 

are no longer further developed. It seems that the reference to 

"foods" just serves as a stepping stone to introduce the major 

concern of the author which is to follow Christ faithfully by 

understanding the implications for Christian life of the "once 

for all" sacrificial death of Christ. The author wants to 

encourage the readers to persevere in following Christ and not 

to miss the grace of God, instead of being polemical against 

the real threat of any specific heresy emphasizing foods. 

In v. 9 "foods" may have been used to refer to something 

unimportant (matters of eating and drinking) in contrast to 

something important, as in Rom 14:17 or 1 Cor 8:8. In 9:9-10 it 

is maintained that the gifts and "sacrifices" (OU(][CfL) offered 

under the old covenant cannot clear the conscience of the one 

who "worships" (ACfTpeuw) because they are only a matter of 

"food" «(3PWJlCf) and drink and various ceremonial washings 

"fleshly" {(]CfPKOC;) ordinances applying until the time of the 

new order.95 This is in agreement with the hint given in colon 

17 that those who "walked" {1TepL1TCfTEW)96 in it were not 

94 Also see Moffatt (1924, 233-34) or Koster (1962, 299 
315) . 

95 Cf. the non fleshly character of Christian sacrifices in 
vv. 15-16. 

96 This word may refer to "a whole manner of life in which 
foodstuffs played in some way a central role" (Ellingworth 
1993, 708) and can be rendered as "observe" or "follow that way 
of life" (Zerwick 1981, 688). 

http:order.95
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"benefitted" (W¢€AEW).97 In view of 7:18, where the former 

regulation under the old covenant was described as weak and 

"useless" ((XVW¢€A~C;), we may infer that "foods" would be 

related to the ceremony of the old covenant, as NIV specifies 

"foods" as "ceremonial foods. ,,98 These foods under the old 

covenant are certainly antithetical to grace under the new 

covenant, which is to be elaborated in vv. 10-16. Furthermore, 

"the exclusively Jewish cast of the argument" (Lane 1991Q, 523) 

in vv. 10-16 supports identifying foods as ceremonial foods. 

Michel appropriately concludes his comments on v. 9 as follows 

(1975g, 498): 


Die kultische Gesetzgebung war ein Leerlauf und 

doch versucht man immer wieder, diesen Weg 

einzuschlagen. Man widerspricht damit aber der 

eigentlichen Absicht Gottes, die das Gnadengeschehen 

in den Mittelpunkt stellt und das alttestamentliche 
Gebot von seiner Erfullung her deutet. 

The closely linked argument in vv. 10-16 starts with an 

affirmation of what "we have" (EXOIl€ v) 99 as Christians. It is 

emphatically maintained that the readers have an "altar" 

(OUULaUTijpLOV). This altar is the one from which "those who 

minister at the tabernacle" (01 TU UKTlVU AaTpEuovTEC;) "do not 

have" (OUK EXOUULV) right to eat. The phrase "those who 

minister at the tabernacle"loo makes the readers recall the 

• 97 Cf. 4:2 where the word of God without faith did not 
"benefit" thpse who heard. 

98 Cf. Weeks (1976, 73), who follows a similar line of 
argument; also Koester who comments: "The reference to 
'walking' in accordance with foods (Heb 13:9) uses a common 
expression for observance of the Jewish law" (1989, 167). 

99 Cf. 4:14-15; 6:19; 8:1; 10:19; 13:14. 

100 Cf. 9: 1-10, where the earthly tabernacle is presented as 
a cultic place of the imperfect old covenant. 

http:W��AEW).97
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priests who "serve" (ACHpEUW) a copy and shadow of the heavenly 

sanctuary. 101 In the same form of affirmation as "we have an 

altar" (v. 10), in 8:1-2 it is affirmed that "we have such a 

high priest" (TOLOUTOV EXO/lEV apXLEpEO')102 who is a "minister 

in the sanctuary, the true tabernacle" (TWV aYLwv AELTOUpy6~ 

KO't 	 Try~ aKryvry~ Try~ aAryeLvry~). Therefore, the contrast between 

"we" who have the right to eat at the altar and "those" who 

have no right to ~at at this altar envisages a contrast between 

the new covenant with its privileges and the "weak and useless" 

(7: 18) 103 old covenant. 104 

The reference to "eating" (EaeLW) gives a link to "foods" 

mentioned in the previous verse. As with the interpretation of 

"foods," scholars are divided among several options in 

interpreting what the altar from which we can eat refers to. 

For many Catholic scholars105 it refers to the Lord's 

table .106 For others it refers to either Christ himselfl 07 or 

101 Cf. AO'TPEUW in 8:5; 9:9; 10:2; also AO'TPELO' in 9:1, 6; 
note that oi TfJ aKryvfJ AO'TPEUOVTE~ "could just as easily be 
speaking of 'Jewish worshippers in general,' because it is so 
employed elsewhere in Hebrews (9:9, 10:2)" (Luter 1988, 341) 

102 Moule comments that "the whole burden of Hebrews ... can 
be epitomized in two resounding EXO/lEVS: we have a high priest, 
we have an altar" (1950, 37). It is not clear whether the 
author has an apologetic concern as Moule maintains, but it is 
evident that an altar is intimately related to a high priest. 

103 The old covenant is also "what is obsolete and aging" 
that "will qoon disappear" (8:13); the gifts and sacrifices of 
the old covenant cannot clear the conscience of the worshiper 
(9:9) 	 and only apply until the time of the new order (9:10) 

104 For a similar view, see Koester (1989, 166-69). 

105 For example, see Randall (1969, 197-208); Vanhoye (1986, 
228-29); Swetnam (1989, 90). 

106 Cf. Moffatt (1924, 223-38), who sees a polemic against 
those who understand the eucharist as a sacrificial meal. 
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the cross. 108 Still others find in it a reference to a heavenly 

altar .109 

But most likely it refers to the sacrificial death of 

Jesus. 110 The expression "altar" is indeed ambiguous and it 

would not help trying to go beyond what can be affirmed from 

the text. As in the case of "foods" there seems to be little 

apologetic or polemic concern in stating that we have an altar. 

Rather the author wants to remind the readers of what has been 

said in the central part of Hebrews (especially 7:1-10:18) by 

mentioning "foods" or "an altar." (JUO'LCl.O'TT]PLOY was used for an 

altar in the Old Testament tabernacle in 7:13 and recalls the 

sacrifices under the old covenant. It also recalls the 

references to Christ's death as a sacrificel11 of himself 

(7:27; 9:23, 26; 10:10, 12, 14). As Attridge rightly comments, 

"'altar' is used in a symbolic fashion ... to refer to the 

sacrifice of Christ in all of the complexity with which that is 

107 See Montefiore, who says: "When our writer proudly 
writes: We have an altar, he is referring not to the altar 
itself but to the victim upon it" (1964, 244) 

108 Cf. Sanders (1969, 242); Braun (1984, 463), who finds 
the altar "am Orte von Jesu Todesleiden." 

109 See Filson (1967, 48-50); Williamson (1974 75, 307-308) 
or Thompson (1978, 58) i Ferguson, who identifies the altar in 
v. 12 with "the one in the heavenly sanctuary in 9.1 14, 24; 
10.19" (1980, 1164) i Koester (1989, 166) i Lehne (1990, 115). 

110 See P. E. Hughes (1977, 577) i Casey (1980, 96) i Attridge 
(1989, 396) i Ellingworth (1993, 711); Lane (1991~, 538) i Bruce 
(1990, 379) i Isaacs (1992, 209) i Klauck's comment: "Der Altar 
umschreibt ... das Kreuzesgeschehen" (1982, 155; also 1992, 
891) i cf Lindars who says that (JUO'LCl.O'TT]PLOY refers to "the 
sacrificial death of Christ" and strangely adds that it also 
refers to "the gathering for the eucharist by contrast with the 
synagogue meals" (1989, 389). 

111 (JUO'LCI. or 1fpoO'¢opfi. 
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understood in Hebrews" (1989, 396) .112 

Even though lIaltar" is used in a symbolic fashion, still 

the references to "foods" or "eating" may suggest real foods 

and real eating, possibly at the Lord's table. 113 This 

understanding is a possibility and cannot be excluded. Michel 

may be right in commenting that "eine Alternative zwischen 

Golgotha und dem konkreten Mahlgeschehen hat Hebr nicht 

empfunden" (19752, 503). But the following verses, especially 

vv. 15-16, make the symbolic understanding of "altar" more 

preferable. In vv. 15 16 the sacrifices offered at the 

Christian altar are described as a "sacrifice ll (8uula) of 

praise and "sacrifices" (8uulat) of good works and fellowship. 

V. 11 now describes what happened on the Day of Atonement 

(Yom Kippur) .114 The author has already covered the details 

concerning the procedures on the Day of Atonement115 while 

comparing Christ, the greatl16 high priest, with the high 

priests under the old covenant. Naturally it is expected that 

112 Thompson (1978, 58-59) rightly notes that '''we have an 
altar' (EXO~EV 8UUtauTrypLoV) , appears to be the author's 

aboration of charis." He also notes that EXO~EV 8UUtauTryptOV 
is equivalent to another creedal formulation of EXO~EV apXLEpea 
in 4:14 or 8:1. 

113 Snell finds a clue to the reference to the "eucharist" 
in v. 15. He thinks that the phrase "a sacrifice of praise" is 
quoted from Lev 7:12 LXX where 8uula T~~ aiveuEw~ is a 
translation from the Hebrew ~lln n31, IIsacrifice of 
thanksgiving." According to him, this is "a particular sort of 
peace offering, and very readily suggests 'eucharist'" (1964, 
20) . 

114 Cf. Lev 16:27. 

115 Cf. 5: 1- 3 i 7: 26 - 2 8; 9: 6 10: 18 . 

116 Cf. "great" (~e'Ya~) high priest or priest in 4: 14 i 
10:21; also the great Shepherd in 13:20. 
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what Christ has done would be compared with what happened on 

the Day of Atonement. Indeed, vv. 11-12 provide that 

comparison, specifically focusing on only one aspect (cf. E~W 

in vv. 11, 12) of both. 

The construction of v. 11 is: Wv .•. r~WV TO al~a ... TOUTWV 

T& (Jw~aTa ... "The bodies of those animals, whose blood is 

brought in into the Most Holy Place as a sin offering by the 

high priest, are burned outside the camp" (v. 11). The details 

of v. 11 simply point out that this description is about the 

Day of Atonement. 117 As the comparison in v. 12 and the 

paraenetic application in v. 13 make evident, what is 

significant to the author is only the place where the burning 

of the sacrificial bodies took place. The phrase "outside the 

camp" (E~W Try~ ~apE~~oAry~), which is placed for emphasis at the 

end of v. 11, is not only once more repeated in v. 13, but also 

echoed in different phrases such as "outside the gate" (E~W TryC; 

~OAryC;) in v. 12, "let us go out" (~~Epxw~E8a) or remotely 

"seek" (~~t rryTEW) . 

The iva clause in v. 12 simply reminds the readers of what 

has been earlier said about the sacrifice of Christ. To "make 

holy" or "sanctify" (a)' u~rw) was repeatedly emphasized as the 

purpose of Christ's sacrifice. 118 "His own blood," which is in 

contrast to the "blood of animals" (v. 11), earlier represented 

the sacrifice of Christ. 119 The reference to the "people" 

117 Cf. Lev 16:27; also Lev 24:13-16, where the phrase 
"outside the camp" occurs in an entirely different context. 

118 Cf. 2:11; 9:13-14; 10:10, 14, 29; also a),tOTryc; in 12:10 
or a)'ta(J~oc; in 12:14. 

119 Cf. 9:12; 10:19; also 13:20. 
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(Aa6~) also reminds of the passages where the new covenant 

people were designated by the same word.1.2O The affirmation 

that we have an altar (v. 10) eventually leads to an 

affirmation that we have the sacrifice of Jesus (v. 12). 

As pointed above, the main aspect of comparison in vv. 11

12 is the fact that Jesus also "suffered" (w&axw)121 "outside 

the gate" (E~W TTJ~ wfjA71~) 122 as the sacrificial bodies of the 

Day of Atonement were burned "outside the camp" (€~W rfJ~ 

wap€~~oATJ~). With all the comparisons between the old covenant 

and the new covenant which were evoked by vv. 10-12 as the 

background,123 in vv. 13 -14 the author makes a paraenetic 

application which he has had in mind throughout the epistle by 

focusing on the circumstance in which Jesus suffered his death. 

He wants his readers to go out to Jesus who suffered death for 

them outside the gate and boldly identify with him even in 

sufferings and persecutions (v. 13). He also wants his readers 

not to shrink back or regress, but to persevere in their 

pilgrimage to the city which God has prepared for them (v. 14). 

It is certain that this movement to the outside of the 

camp is in imitation of Jesus (v. 12)124 and the destination of 

120 Cf. 2:17; 4: 9; 7:27; 10:30. 


121 
 Cf. 2:18j 5 : 8 : 9:26. 


122 Cf. €~EpXO~a[ in John 19:17. 


123 
 This is why we have an inferential particle rolvvv in v. 
13. 

124 Cf. 12: 2 3, where the readers are urged to consider 
(implicitly, to imitate) Christ, who endured the cross for the 
joy set before him. 

http:word.1.2O
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the movement is Jesus. 125 Previously the readers were 

encouraged to "enter" (eiaepXOjlai) the Sabbath-rest (4:11), or 

"enter" (e'taepxojlat) the inner sanctuary (6:19), or "draw near" 

(-rrpO a€. Pxojla t) 126 to the throne of grace (4: 16 i 10: 22) . 

Regardless of whether to "enter," "draw near" or "go out," the 

destination of the movement is to Jesus127 who arrived at that 

goal first so that the readers may follow him (1:3; 4:14; 6:20; 

8:1-2; 9:12, 24) .128 The author wants the readers to 

appropriate the benefits of Christ's sacrifice by going out to 

Jesus. 

But what does it mean to go "outside the camp" (E:<w 1ryC;; 

-rrapejl~oAryc;;)? One interpretation is to take the camp as the 

world of sense. As the soul seeks to be freed from the world of 

sense in Philo,129 the readers are to be freed from this world 

and go to Jesus who is in heaven. no V. 14 appears to support 

this interpretation, but to the author this world is never an 

inherently bad place to be avoided, but a place where God 

pleasing sacrifices of good works and fellowship must be 

offered (v. 16). 

125 Note -rrpOC;; au 16 v in v. 13. 

126 Cf. -rrpoa€'PXOjlai in 12:18, 22. 

127 An approach in a cultic sense as in 12:22-24. 

128 Also note the descriptions of Jesus as apXrry6C;; (2: 10; 
12:2), ai-HOC;; (5:9) or -rrp6opojloC;; (6:20). 

129 For example, Leg. all. 2.54-55; 3.46. 

130 See Braun (1984, 467) i Thompson, who maintains that 
13:9-14 simply "employs references to levitical customs to use 
as a foil for the author's contrast between earthly assurances 
and the better possession that the church now 'has' (echein, 
13:10,14)" (1978,63). 

, I 
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Another is to take the camp as the cultic world. Koster 

says that the sphere of the readers' life is "not in holy 

places with the security which is offered in cultic performance 

but in the uncleanness of the world" (1962, 301).131 But this 

interpretation contradicts its own context where the readers 

are exhorted to worship God acceptably. The cultic argument 

actually pervades Hebrews 12:14-13:17. As Lane rightly 

comments, "the writer's concern is not to advocate a separation 

from the sphere of the cultic so as to embrace the secularity 

of the world but rather the acceptance of the reproach of 

Christian commitment in a hostile environment" (1991Q, 545). 

Another interpretation is to take the camp as Judaism. The 

readers are encouraged to cut off all the ties with the Jewish 

community because the real fulfillment which was typified in 

Judaism has already come in Jesus. P. E. Hughes also suggests 

that the readers may have been tempted to go back to Judaism to 

secure an easier and more respectable existence "inside the 

camp" (1977, 580). Even though the immediately preceding verses 

(vv. 9-12) are based on the contrast between the old covenant 

and the new covenant, the apologetic or polemic concerns played 

little role in the argument. Also in Hebrews as a whole, the 

old covenant has its own proper place in God's own plan. 

Therefore, the call to go outside the camp cannot be an overt 

polemic against Judaism, but may include an encouragement for 

an attitude of separation from familiar and seemingly secure 

131 Similarly, Trudinger (1982, 235-37) i P. R. Jones (1985, 
402); Radcliffe (1987, 500)i MacRae (1987, 109-110, 112) i cf. 
D. G. Peterson (1984, 69), who identifies "outside the camp" 
with "the world" like Koster while taking "camp" as "Judaism." 
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Judaism. 132 

Along with similarly ambiguous references such as 

"diverse and strange teachings," "foods," or "altar," the 

reference to "the camp" appears to be ambiguous intentionally. 

Attridge seems to be aiming in the right direction when he says 

(1989, 399): 


It is likely that the image of the camp .is designed 

to be evocative rather than definitive. What it 

suggests is the realm of security and traditional 

holiness, however that is grounded or understood. 

In spite of the ambiguity in its reference, the phrase "outside 

the camp" certainly evokes the scene of the shameful death of 

Jesus "outside the gate." As the following phrase "bearing" 

(¢EpW)133 his "disgrace" (bVELOLO.,lOC;)134 indicates, the 

significance of going outside the camp is to identify with 

Jesus and bear any shame and reproach involved in following 

him. Jesus first went out bearing his cross135 and suffered his 

death on the cross outside the gate. His followers are also to 

bear their own cross 136 and follow him on the way to the cross 

132 Cf. Snell (1964, 19); Longenecker (1975, 158) i Goppelt 
(1982Q, 170) i Hanson (1982, 234-39) i Bruce (1969, 17; 1987, 
3505; 1990, 381) i Lehne, who identifies the camp with "former 
loyalties to the Synagogue or indeed to any earthly KOALC; 
(13.13-14)" (1990, 116). 

133 This verb may have a connotation of enduring or 
persevering in the sense of continually bearing the reproach 
with patience. 

134 Cf. 10:33, where the readers are reminded of their 
perseverance in the face of the former exposure to disgrace; 
11:26 and 12:2, where Moses and Jesus showed their faith in 
despising the disgrace. 

135 Cf. Mark 15:20-21; John 19:17. 

136 Cf. Matt 10:38; 16:24; Mark 8:34; Luke 14:26 27. 
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(cf. 12 :4) .137 The readers' privilege is to have a unique 

Christian altar, that is, the sacrifice of Christ. In v. 13 the 

readers are reminded of the fact that bearing his disgrace is 

an inseparable part of enjoying the privilege of sharing in 

this altar. As the next verse clarifies, the readers are 

"foreigners" in this world and suffering is an inherent part of 

their existence in this world until they reach "the city to 

come." 

The exhortation in v. 13 is given a further motivation in 

v. 14.138 The reason why the readers must go out even bearing 

his reproach is because "here" (woe) they do not have an 

"enduring" (~€VW) "city" (w6Xt~), but they are seeking the 

"coming" (~EXXW) city.139 This verse is structured 

chiastically140 to highlight the contrast which is also 

indicated by ou •.. &XXa. The chiasm can be shown as follows: 

OU ~€VOU(1Q'V W6XLV 

1~V ~€XXOU(1Q'v [w6Xtv] 

V. 14 at first may appear to be a specific reason for the 

exhortation in v. 13. But as v. 13 evoked the imagery of 

following Christ faithfully even on the way to the cross, v. 14 

evokes many important images given earlier in relation to the 

137 Lehne comments that here the readers are urged to "view 
their shame ,and abuse as cultic service in light of the 
shameful sacrifice of Christ" (1990, 121). 

138 For similar patterns, see 13:1-6. 

139 Arowele comments: "It is from this world ('here') into 
the future (i.e. though already existent but yet to be 
attained) heavenly city" (1990, 446). 

140 Cf. Radney, who points out "the punlike play on phonetic 
similarity, [menusan] vs. [melusan]" (1988, 39). 
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pilgrimage141 in which the readers are engaged. 

"Here" (WOE) the readers do have an altar which is the 

sacrifice of Christ, but they are reminded that there still 

remains something they do "not have" (ob yap EXOflEV) here. In 

3:7-4:13 the readers were exhorted to enter the IIrest" 

(KaT&~aUat~) by faith and obedience because the promise of 

entering that rest still stands. In 10:32-39 the readers were 

exhorted to persevere in sufferings and persecutions which come 

upon them while doing the will of God, because they are looking 

forward to the "reward" (fltaeCnroooara) ,142 that is, "what is 

promised" (E~QlYYEXrQl) .143 Even Christ144 endured the cross, 

scorning its shame, for the joy set before him. 

Above all, the reference to the "city" (~6Xt~) reminds the 

readers of what has been said about it in 11:10, 13-16. Abraham 

was "looking forward to" (EKOEXOflQlt) the city with foundations, 

that is, a better country - a heavenly one. "Here" "on 

earth,,145 the readers do not have this "heavenly" city 146 

which God himself prepared for them. Here they have no 

141 Cf. Minear, who comments that "the character of this 
city is etched by the mode of seeking it" (1981, 151). 

142 Cf. God as "rewarder" (flLaeQl~oo6TTJ~) in 11:6; Moses in 
11:26, who regarded the "disgrace of Christ" (bvELbLafla~ ToD 
XpLaToD) gre,ater wealth than the treasures of Egypt, because he 
was "looking ahead II (&~O~XE~W) to his "reward" (fllaeQl~oboarQl). 

143 Cf. 9:15; 11:13, 39. 

144 Cf. 12: 2 . 

145 Cf. 11:13; 12:25. 

146 Cf. 12:22-24, where the readers have come to this city 
only proleptically in worship. 
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"enduring" or "lasting" (IJ.E VW) 147 city. But at the same time 

the author is speaking about the world to "come" (IJ.0.. AW) .148 

The readers are "seeking" (bnrTJTEW}149 the city that is to 

"come" (IJ.EAAW) .IS0 As usual, the contrast between the earthly 

(here) and the heavenly or the temporal and the eternal is 

merged into the eschatological contrast between this world and 

the world to come. The heavenly and eternal world will be 

revealed as the ty to come at the consummation. 151 

In v. 14 the readers are reminded of the fact that they 

are still on the way, as were the men of faith in the Old 

Testament. But in going out to Jesus they seek the city to come 

on a surer basis not only because they now receive mercy and 

find grace to help them in the time of need through the great 

high priest, Jesus (cf. 4:14-16; 7:24-26; 10:19 25), but also 

because they already enjoy coming to him proleptically in 

worship (cf. 12:24). They have every reason to keep coming out 

to Jesus until the heavenly city becomes a reality and is 

revealed in due time when Jesus comes again (9:28; 10:25, 37; 

12:26-27). 

Though the readers are yet seeking the city to come (v. 

14), they now have an altar, that is, the sacrifice of Christ 

(vv. 10 12). So they are to go out to Jesus outside the camp, 

147 Cf. a better and "lasting" (IJ.E VW) possession in 10: 34 i 
an unshakable (aa&AEuTo~) kingdom in which what cannot be 
shaken "remains" (IJ.EVW) in 12:27-28; also see 7:3. 

148 Cf. 2:5. 

149 Cf. 11:14. 

150 Cf. 1:14; 6:5; 10:1. 

lSI Cf. Rev 21; also 4 Ezra 7:26; 13:36. 
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bearing his reproach (v. 13). Once having come to Jesus, who 

provides them an altar through the sacrifice of himself, the 

readers are now urged to "offer" ((xva¢epw) 152 a "sacrifice" 

(Ouaia) "continually" (6L& n&vTo~) to God "through him" (6L' 

aUToD) .153 The cultic argument continues, but it becomes 

explicitly metaphorical by calling what the readers are to 

offer a continual sacrifice of "praise" (aiv€(1L~) .154 This 

phrase could be applied to an animal thanksgiving offering,155 

but in this context it is used metaphorically as in certain 

Psalms156 or in some New Testament texts. 157 This metaphorical 

152 Cf. the same verb used for the sacrifice of Christ in 
7:27; 9:28. 

153 Best argues for the priesthood of Christians from 13: 10, 
15-16. He reasonably concludes: "Through Christ's priestly work 
Christians become priests (10:10, 14; 2:10f.). As priests they 
have access to God and can approach him without having to make 
an offering for their sins (10:22); in coming they receive 
grace and mercy rather than give (4:16). But though the 
Christian priest need not bring sacrifice as a condition of 
approach to God, yet in thankfulness for that access he 
presents the sacrifice of praise and service (13:15, 16)" 
(1960, 286) i Daly (1978g , 105-107; 1978Q, 275-85) argues for 
the priesthood of Christians in a similar way and emphasizes 
that Christian sacrifice must be practical and ethical (that 
is, spiritualized) instead of cultic or liturgicalj cf. also D. 
G. Peterson, who says, "The way we share on earth in the 
worship of the angels is not in some cultic activity but in a 
life of faith and obedience to Christ and His message" (1984, 
67). Both Daly and D. G. Peterson seem to overemphasize the 
"practical and ethical" at the cost of the "cultic and 
liturgical." 

154 Cf. Michel who comments: "Nach einem tannaitischen 
Spruch werde~ in der Zukunft aIle Opfer aufhoren, aber das 
Opfer des Dankes wird in Ewigkeit nicht aufhorenj und ebenso 
werden aIle Bekenntnisse aufhoren, aber das Bekenntnis des 
Dankes wird in Ewigkeit nicht aufhoren" (1975g, 523); also 
Strack (1922, 246); P. E. Hughes (1977, 583). 

155 Cf. "thanksgiving offering" (illlnil nJI or OU(Jia Tip; 
aiv€a€w~) in Lev 7:12, 13, 15; also EXW~€V X&pLV in 12:28. 

156 Cf. Ps 49:14, 23 LXX or 106:22 LXXi cf. Lindars (1989, 
389) who sees an allusion to Ps 116:17 (115:8 LXX). 
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understanding was already prepared not only when the sacrifice 

of Christ was described as doing the will of God which pleased 

God158 in contrast to animal sacrifices and offerings in the 

Old Testament (10:1-10), but also when the term AaTpeuw was 

used in 9: 14159 in relation to the present ministry of Christ 

as well as in 12:28 in an exhortation to worship God 

acceptably. 

Therefore, it seems right to take "of praise" (Qliv€O"€w~) 

as an epexegetical genitive .160 This metaphorical understanding 

of sacrifice is further confirmed by the following phrase, "the 

'fruit' (I{lyp1TOC;) 161 of lips that confess his name." The "fruit 

of lips" is a metaphoric expression for praise and thanksgiving 

and is an allusion to Hosea 14:3 LXX which reads as follows: 

aVTa1To6wO"OP.EV KQlP1TOV XEiAEWV .162 .What the lips do is further 

specified as "confessing" (OP.OAO'YEW) the name of God. The word 

OP.OAO'YEW once meant to "acknowledge" or "admit" in 11:13. There 

the patriarchs admitted that they were aliens and strangers on 

earth. But mostly OP.OAO'YEW was related to the christological 

157 Cf. Rom 12:1-2; Phil 2:17; 4:18; 1 Pet 2:5. 

158 Note the references to the "will of God" or "pleasing 
God" in 10:36, 38; 11:5-6; 12:28; 13:21. 

159 Cf. Phil 3: 3 . 

160 Zerwick translates as sacrifice "consisting in praise" 
(1981, 689); Ellingworth says: "praise is the sacrifice" (1993, 
720) . 

161 Cf. 12:11. 

162 Cf. Ps. Sol. 15:3 where "a new psalm" (l/taAp.ov KQlLVOV), 
"the fruit of the lips" (Kap1Tov XELAEWV) and "the first fruitsI 

of the lips" (a1TQlPXryv XELAEWV) are given in parallel; also cf. 
lsa 57:18-19; Prov 10:31-32; 12:13-14; 18:20. 

http:l/taAp.ov
http:aVTa1To6wO"OP.EV
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confession163 to which the readers were exhorted to hold 

firmly. The word b~OAOr€W may have been used to evoke these 

meanings of "acknowledging" or "confessing," but in view of the 

immediate context and the syntax164 it seems more closely 

related to "praising,,165 as in the thanksgiving Psalms .166 V. 

15 is certainly one specific manifestation of II worshipping" 

(Acxrpeuw)167 God "acceptably" (evcxpECJrws). 

The author immediately adds a very practical exhortation 

without leaving the readers any excuse to fall short of 

offering fully pleasing worship to God. He says, "Do not 

forget 168 to do good and to share with others, for with such 

sacrifices169 God is pleased" (v. 16).170 These practical 

things must not be forgotten because they are inseparable parts 

of God-pleasing worship. In other words, God-pleasing worship 

consists not only of a sacrifice of praise, but also of 

163 Cf. b~OAOrLCX in 3:1; 4:14; 10:23. 

164 Lane points out that "the syntax is appropriate only to 
the nuance of 'praise'" because b~OAOr€W "is followed by the 
dative of object (' his name') II (199112, 551). 

165 Cf. Bauer (1979, 568), who gives the meaning "praise w. 
dat."; Snell (1964,20). 

166 Note the repeated use of € ~ O~OA or €W in the sense of 
thanksgiving and praise 1n the thanksgiving Psalms (e.g., Ps 
117 LXX, which is cited in v. 6); for more on €~O~OAOr€W, see 
Michel (1967, 213-14). 

167 Cf. 9: 14 . 

. 168 Cf. 13:2 for ~ij €1rLAcxv86!veCJ8e. 

169 Cf. Phil 4: 18, where material gifts are called "an 
acceptable 'sacrifice' (8uaLcx), 'pleasing' (evcxpECJros) to God"; 
cf. Phil 2:17. 

170 Cf. Matt 9:13, which quotes Hos 6:6. 
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sacrifices of good works and fellowship.l71 

"Doing good" (e U1rO t tel') is a very general term which may 

encompass many concrete acts of mutual kindness. Here ev 

recalls other words which begins with ev-, for example, evooKEw 

(10:6, 8, 38), evcxpe(]'TEw (11:5-6; 13:16), eucxpE(]'TWC; (12:28), or 

Evape(],TOC; (13:21). The latter part of the word eV-1rOttcx reminds 

the readers of "doing" (1rOLEW) the will of God (10:7, 9, 36; 

13; 21). "Fellowship" (1<.0 L vwv fOl) 172 points more specifically to 

a sharing in common in the new covenant community, which 

involves practical help in generosity. Especially in 10:33 the 

same word is used to indicate "being 'partners' (KOLVWVOL)" in 

sufferings and persecutions. All the good works and sharing in 

10:33 34, 12:14 or 13:1 6 may be included in EU1rOLtCX and 

KOLVWVLCX. Earlier, these were expressed by [KCXADV] eprov or 

ara1r T} (6:10-11; 10:24 25) .173 

Why not forget to do good and to share with others? 

Because 	God is "pleased" (evcxpe(]'TEw) with such "sacrifices" 

({1U(]'LCX) .174 If the readers do not forget to offer God-pleasing 

sacrifices, God is not unjust and he will not "forget" 

(E1rtACXvOaVO~CXt) their work and the love they have shown him as 

they have helped his people and continue to help them (6:11). 

171 Now the worship concept becomes broad so as to involve 
the whole life of the readers, as in Rom 12:1; cf. Verhey's 
comment: "All of life is worship: 'holy unto the Lord' is 
written on the common and mundane" (1984, 132). 

172 Cf. for example, see Acts 2:42,44-45; Rom 15:26-27; 2 
Cor 8:4; 9:13. 

173 Note that "love and good deeds" (10:24) are urged in the 
context of meeting together for worship (10:25). 

174 Here this word is clearly used metaphorically. This 
confirms that OV(],LCX in v. 15 is also used metaphorically. 
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God gave the readers an altar so that they can offer both 

spiritual and practical sacrifices, that is, both a sacrifice 

of praise and sacrifices of good works and fellowship. God is 

well pleased with such sacrifices. To offer these sacrifices is 

to "worship" (AcHpeuw) the living God, which becomes possible 

only when the blood of Christ cleanses our consciences from 

"acts that lead to death" (veKpov ep'Yov) (9:14). To offer these 

sacrifices is to worship God "acceptably" (ebap~aTw~) with 

reverence and awe (12:28). 

In v. 17 the author once more comes to a topic related to 

the community leaders (cf. v. 7), but this time he is concerned 

with the present leaders of the community because the readers 

are urged to "obey" (1l"eUJw)175 and "submit" (u1l"elKw) .176 

Similar concepts were earlier developed by U1l"aKOUW or U1l"OTaaaw. 

Either of them could be used to describe the obedience of God's 

people (5:9, 11:8 or 12:9). The noun form U1l"aKoij was also used 

to express the obedience of Christ in 5:7-8. There it is said 

that he learned obedience through what he suffered and he was 

heard because of his "reverent submission" (euAa{3ela) .177 The 

fact that the very things which the readers are urged to do are 

already shown by Christ178 may be a general motivation for 

175 Cf. Gal 5: 7 . 

176 For the same concern for obedience and submission to the 
leaders, see 1 Cor 16:15-18; Phil 2:12; 1 Thess 5:12-13; 2 
Thess 3:14; 1 Tim 5:17; 1 Pet 5:1-5. Also note the contrast 
between v. 17 and v. 9, where the readers are urged not to be 
"carried away" by diverse and strange teachings. 

177 Cf. 12:28, where the readers are urged to worship God 
acceptably with "reverence"(euAa{3ela) and awe. 

178 Cf. 1l"laTL~ in v. 7, which was also shown by Christ 
(12:2). 
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obeying their leaders. Anyway, by framing vv. 7-17 with 

references to the leaders, the author wants to emphasize that 

the cultic aspect (both spiritual and practical) of the 

community life must be conducted under the leadership of the 

leaders. 

But a more specific reason for obeying their leaders is 

given by the ~&p clause. The readers must obey and submit to 

their leaders because "they keep watch over your 'souls' 

(J/;uxff) 179 as men who must give an account. II The word "keep 

watch" (a~pu1fvEw)180 is used to describe watchfulness before 

the imminent judgment in Mark 13:33 or Luke 21:36. 181 The fact 

that the leaders must give an "account" (A6~oc;) 182 confirms the 

usage of a~pU1fVEW in the context of impending judgment. This 

heavy responsibility of the leaders on the day of final 

judgment mandates obedience and submission to the readers. 

Next, the purpose for such obedience to the leaders is 

given by the iva clause. The readers must obey the leaders so 

that the latter may do their work with "joy" (xapad, 183 not 

with "groaning" (aTE v&rw) The work of the leaders here.184 

refers to "keeping watch," not "giving an account." But they 

179 Note the concern of the author for the souls of the 
readers in 6:19; 10:39; 12:3; also cf. 1 Pet 1:9. 

180 Cf. Eph 6: 18; also note that this word calls to mind the 
image of the shepherd (cf. Jesus as the great Shepherd in v. 
20) . 

181 Cf. ~pry~OPEW in Matt 24:42; 25:13 and their parallels. 

182 Cf. 4:13; Matt 12:36; 1 Pet 4:5; in somewhat different 
contexts, Luke 16:2; Acts 19:40. 

183 Cf. 10:34; 12:2. 

184 Cf. Jas 5: 9 (note its judgment context). 
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are intimately related to each other. If the leaders do not 

keep watch over the souls of the readers with joy, then we can 

expect their accounts to be negative ones. Negative accounts 

imply something to be wrong with their souls. Therefore if the 

leaders do their work with groaning, that would be "of no 

advantage" or "unprofitable" to the readers. As Ellingworth 

comments, "Hebrews' mild form of expression [aAuCTLTEAE<;] may 

cover a deeper fear for the readers' well-being" (1993, 724). 

5.5.3 Rhetorical devices 

There is an abrupt change in tone and style in v. 1. This 

has even caused doubts regarding the integrity of the chapter, 

but there were similar abrupt shifts already in 12:14, 25. In 

v. 8 the unusual word order arouses the attention of the 

readers. Vv. 8 and 10 seem to reflect Christian confessional 

statements. Especially the statement that we have an altar on 

which we offer up sacrifices in v. 10 (cf. vv. 15-16) must be 

considered in association with other statements such as "we 

have a high priest" (cf. 3:1; 4:14; 7:26; 8:1; 10:21). Not only 

may these sentences easily help to get the readers' attention, 

but also they achieve a paraenetic purpose (cf. exhortation in 

v. 1; encouragement in v. 8). In vv. 1-17 the hortative 

subjunctives (vv. 13, 15) and imperatives (vv. 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 

16, 17) are amply used. 

Swetnam mentions Dibelius' definition185 of paraenesis as 

a "listing together of diverse, often unrelated admonitions in 

a uniform style of address" and points out that "Heb 13 is an 

185 See Thyen (1955, 85, 87). 
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example of such a genre" (1969, 265). Also Lindars comments: 

"Starting significantly with the need to maintain ¢LActOEA¢Lct, 

it [our passage except vv. 10 16] consists for the most part of 

short sentences in asyndeton, aphoristic in style and easily 

memorable" (Lindars 1989, 385). Thus Lane calls the same 

section "a series of detached 'catechetical precepts'" (1991~, 

499-500). But we saw in the exegetical remarks that these 

admonitions show cohesion as examples of "desert works" which 

must be positively pursued by the readers while they are still 

on their pilgrimage. 

As we have already pointed out, in v. 2 the alliterative 

elements associated with each other by paronomasia are arranged 

chiastically. In v. 3 the admonitions are given in a pair which 

has a parallel structure: TWV OEU~LWV w~ ... , TWV KctKOVXOV~EVWV 

w~. Similarly, we may discover a chiasm in v. 4: TL~LO~ (A) i b 

~a~o~ (B) i ry KOLTry (B'); a~LctVTO~ (A). Note the assonance in 

vv. 4-5: "rr~LQ£.. b ~a~Q£.. ... a~LctVTQ£.., 7rOpV.Q..JL!;. ... ~OLXOVC;; 

b OEQs;. .• A¢LAap~vpQ£.. b Tp07rQ£.. ... " In v. 5 we can see a 

parallel structure even in a quotation: "ov ~r, UE avw / ovo· ov 
~r, UE E~KctTctAL7rW." Also note the use of emphatic double (or 

even triple) negatives in the same verse. 

In our passage the author tries to remind the readers of 

what he has already said or what they already know or believe. 

That is the reason why he repeatedly uses admonitions such as 

"remember" (vv. 3, 7) or "do not forget" (vv. 2, 16). The 

Scripture quotation in vv. 5-6 is based on the readers' 

acceptance of the Old Testament as God's word. The author 

attempts to persuade the readers by appealing to their basic 

http:7rOpV.Q..JL
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presuppositions. In v. 7 he again uses a model they know186 (in 

this case, their former leaders) to persuade them to imitate 

their faithfulness. 

The phrase "various and strange teachings" in v. 9 can be 

considered to be a case of hendiadys. It may be translated as 

"various strange teachings" (cf. "all kinds of strange 

teachings" (NIV)). Note the assonance in this verse: 8Loaxal~ 

nOLKrA~ Kat <€V~. In v. 9 the readers are warned not to be 

carried away by various and strange teachings. That warning is 

supported by showing that following those teachings would not 

make any sense considering the contrast between "grace" and 

"foods, which are of no value to those who eat them" as well as 

the contrast between Jesus who remains "the same" and "diverse 

and strange" teachings (note the plural). Mack comments: "If a 

given proposition can be shown to be (such and such), the 

argument will hold" (1990, 37). According to him "honorable 

(kalos)" in 13:9 and "advantageous (sympheron)" in 13:17 are 

among the items that can be put into (such and such) . 

Concerning v. II, Lane comments that "the construction wV 
TOUTWV is an example of the emphatic use of the 

demonstrative pronoun, which serves to throw the weight of the 

construction on the final clause" (1991~, 523). This prepares 

the comparison with Jesus in the following verse (that is, 

between e,w T~~ napE~~oA~~ and e,w T~~ nUA~~) and eventually 

leads to the climactic plea: l!EpXw~Eea npo~ aUTov ~ T~~ 

napE~~oA~~ in v. 13. Note the sound effect of the repetition of 

€«w). In v. 14 the contrast between the city here which is not 

186 Cf. 6:12; chap. IIi 12:1-3, 16-17; 13:2. 
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lasting and the city to come is expressed by a chiasm. 187 The 

effect of chiasm is enhanced by the repetition of the same verb 

endings: EX~ ... ~€vouaav ... ~€AAOUaav errtsryTouUEV. We also 

note a word play between ~€VW and ~€AAW. There is another case 

of assonance in v. 16: EurroLt~ ~aL ~oLvwv1~ ... TOtaUT~ yap 

eua1~ EuapEaTELTat. 

Lane (1991Q, 504) notices an elaborate, but not precise 

chiasm in vv. 15 16. In summary, it can be shown as follows: 

A eua1av aiV€aEW~ ... T~ eE~ 
B ... ~ap~ov XELA€WV b~OAOyOUVTWV 
B' ... Eu~otta~ Kat KOLvwv1a~ 

A' ... eua1at~ ... b eE6~. 

The correlation between Band B' is found in its content, that 

is, in the fact that both Band B' define the sacrifices that 

are to be offered to God. In v. 17 "the construction of the 

clause is highly literaryll in the sense that "the two verbs 

[~E1eEaeE and U~ErKETEJ on the outside form a 'linguistic 

sandwich'" (Lane 1991Q, 524). 

Mack comments: 

By paying careful attention to both expectations given 
with the traditional patterns of argumentation and the 
clever accommodations of traditional views and values, the 
emergence of a substitute set of symbols and values can be 
discerned in the history of early Christian discourse ... 
Thus the challenge for early Christians was to (mis)use 
conventional modes of conviction in the attempt to 
articulate a new and distinctive ethos. (1990, 38) 

This comment, applies to the comparison between what happened on 

the Day of Atonement and the event on the cross in vv. 9-14. 

The significance of the Day of Atonement is entirely 

187 Cf. Lane (1991b, 523) I who discovers an implicit chiasm 
in v. 10 even though it is a little bit stretched: [i1~E i ~] (A); 
EXO~EV (B)i OUK EXOUatV (B/)j oi AaTpEuovTE~ (A'). 
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transferred to the significance of Christ's death on the cross. 

In vv. 9-16 many inferential particles (yap (4 times), 

oL6, TOLVUV, [ouv]) were used. But as we have argued in the 

exegetical remarks, it is especially true in this section that 

they only "lend a veneer of consequential argumentation, 

although the author operates more on the level of symbolic and 

verbal association than on that of logic" (Attridge 1992, 99). 

The reason why the author uses allusive references is certainly 

because he presupposes that those things to which he wants to 

refer are so well known that he feels no need to specify them 

precisely. Lindars comments that by using allusive references 

the author "take his readers, who do know what he is talking 

about, into his confidence, and so increases the rapport which 

he wants to build up so as to gain acceptance of his whole 

attempt to make them change their minds" (1991Q, 9). He also 

comments: "The allusive style ... is likely to be to maintain a 

light touch and to avoid an aggressive and didactic attitude, 

which might alienate the readers" (1989, 387). 

Another reason may be that because the author has already 

made the comparison between the old and new covenants, he just 

uses allusive language to evoke what has been said without 

explaining the same thing once again. Or the author may even be 

ironic in the use of allusive language. Radcliffe comments: "80 

his use of cultic language is ultimately ironic. The focal 

point of our cultic space ... is not, as in the Temple, that 

which is farthest from death, but that which is closest, the 

cross" (1987, 499). 

The author continues to use rare terms (KaKouXEw, auvo€w, 
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/301786c;, aV0l8Ewpew, EK/3OlCYLC;, EX8eC;, KOlTOlKOlLW, TOLVVV, OlivECYLC;, 

EV~OLtOl, EVOlpECYTew, V~ELKW and aAvCYLTEAryC;) to draw the 

attention of the readers. The words Tp6~oC; ("conduct") and 

aVL17J.lL ("abandon") are unique in the New Testament in those 

senses. Other words like 80lppew, E<OVCYLOl, r~ov and Eicy¢epw 

appear only here in Hebrews. 

5.5.4 Conclusions regarding perseverance in Heb 13:1-17 

1. General admonitions are set in the context of the 

pilgrimage of the cultic community. The best way to persevere 

in the pilgrimage is to stick to and identify with the cultic 

community, which must be expressed in the 'genuine care of the 

fellow-members, pursuit of holiness and complete trust in God 

in their lifestyle. 

2. As far as the readers are members of the cultic 

community on the move, they are to persevere in their desert 

works until they arrive at the coming city. These works are to 

be offered as God-pleasing sacrifices of good works and 

fellowship along with a sacrifice of praise under the 

leadership of the community leaders. 

3. Jesus is the same yesterday and today and forever. He 

made atonement for our sins and is able to keep the readers in 

their pilgrimage until they reach the coming city. Jesus 

himself learned obedience from what he suffered and was made 

perfect. He is our genuine leader and the source of our 

salvation. The life in the cultic community on the move is a 

life of continually identifying with Jesus and going out to 

him, bearing the disgrace he bore. Going out to Jesus is to be 

http:aVL17J.lL
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expressed concretely in their cuItic life by faithfully 

offering God-pleasing sacrifices of praise , good works and 

sharing through him. 

5.5.5 Excursus: Analysis of Heb 13:18-25188 

5.5.5.1 The internal structure of Heb 13:18-25 

5.5.5.1.1 Colon analysis 

v. c. 


18 1 ITpoaEuXEa8E rrEpl nUWY' 


2 	 rrEL8oUE8~ yap OTL K~X~Y aUYErO~aLY €XO~I EY rraaLY 
K~XWs 8EXOYTEs ay~aTpE¢Ea8~L. 

iY~ TaXLOY arrOK~T~aT~8w UULy. 
;:J c t::l I':l tl 0 ~ 0 CI Ie D e 0 (; '-- "" c' c. c:;=:. 

204 

21 

'0 oE 8EOs Tf]s EipfJY~C;, b ay~y~ywY EK YEKpWY TOY 
rrOL~EY~ TWV rrpo~aTWV TOV ~EY~V EV ~i~~TL oL~8fJK~s 
~ iWv r 0 U,TOV K up L0 V ~ ~W v 'I ~ a0 Dv I 

K~T~pTfa~L uuac EV n~YTl &y~e~ EtC; TO nOif]a~L TO eEX~~~ 
~uToD, 

5 nOLwv EV 
XpLaTOU, 

~~lv TO euapeaTOV EvwrrLOV ~uToD OL& 'I~aov 

22 7 IT~P~K~X~ OE uuac, &oEX¢of, &VEXEa8E ToD Xoyou Tf]s 
n~p~KXnaEWC;, 	 ////u/ 

23 9 rLvwaKETE TOV &oeX¢ov ij~WY TL~o8eov &rroXEXu~EVOV, 
~ C ( i ~'( c .. <- t. C' C' ~ .: -:- '- c' (..1 C ~ 0 

~E.8' ou E&V TaXLOY €PX~T~L ol/to~ uuac. 
OOCtltlClc::.t -e&OC oe:c:~t> ()(') 0(.:,£ (.c 

198 For the reason why 13:18-25 is treated as an excursus, 
see the discussions below. Also refer to the discussions in the 
chapters on the macrostructure of Hebrews and the mesostructure 
of 10:32-13:17. 
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11 	 'AanarOVTaL uu&c oi ana Try~ 'ITaAra~. 
)()()L Y,o' )< )'" x)<)( 

25 	 12 'H xapL~ ~ETa naVTWV UUWV. 

Colon 5 is treated as a separate colon because it is 

another prayer which may be considered to be parallel with the 

prayer in colon 4. Colon 5 is a participial phrase which is 

grammatically subordinate to colon 4, but it is semantically 

coordinate with colon 4. 

5.5.5.1.2 Explication of internal structure 

As indicated by the thematic markers in the Greek text, we 

note eight important semantic slots in Heb 13:18-25: 

1. 	The markers (____ indicating an act of requesting 

or admonishing on the part of the author. All the 

imperatives are included here because they also imply a 

request. 

2. 	 The markers indicating either the author (I 

or exclusive "we") or the readers (you). 

3. 	The markers (///'////) indicating this writing is a 

message or letter. 

4. 	 The markers (x x x)<)< x)<x) related to greeting. 

5. 	The markers (OOt:looocCJ ) indicating a short time span. 

6. 	 The markers indicating a forthcoming visit.( C c,> C' C t, (' C, t:.' I,... t.. ) 

In vv. 18-25189 the author now changes to the relationship 

between himself (and Timothy) and the readers, as the second 

semantic slot shows. The second semantic slot shows that in vv. 

18-25 there are both the "I"/"we"-markers and the "you"

189 	 Cf. the same paragraphing in the Nestle-Aland text. 
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markers, whereas in vv. 7-17 there are only "you"-markers. Also 

there are references to specific personal and mutual 

circumstances in vv. 18-25. For example, the author speaks 

about the forthcoming visit (indicated by the sixth semantic 

slot). Therefore, it is reasonable to consider vv. 18-25 as a 

concluding personal note attached to a personal letter. This is 

further confirmed by the personal requests for prayer190 and 

greeting (indicated by the first and fourth semantic slots) . 

Here the author not only exhorts the readers but also 

specifically defines his letter as a "word" of exhortation 

(indicated by the first and third semantic slots). As napaKaAW 

is repeated in vv. 3 and 5, the word TaXLov is repeated in vv. 

3 and 6 (indicated by the fifth semantic slot) . 

All this justifies our treatment of vv. 18-25 as an 

excursus because they form a concluding personal note to the 

main body of Hebrews. While being a personal note, however, vv. 

18-25 help us to better understand Hebrews as a whole, because 

here the whole writing is characterized as a word of 

exhortation. Furthermore, the benediction in vv. 20-21 is in a 

sense summarizing the whole epistle by evoking most of all the 

important motifs developed in Hebrews. 

Vv. 18-25 can be divided into three sections: requests for 

prayer (vv. 18-19), benediction (vv. 20-21), and final 

admonitions and greetings (vv. 22-25). The first and third 

sections are well balanced around the central benediction. 

Especially note the repetition of napaKaAw (vv. 19, 22) and 

190 The author not only requests prayer for himself, but 
also actually prays for them (colons 4-6, 12). 
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TaXLOV (vv. 19, 23) and also the repeated wish to be with them 

(VV. 19, 23). 

5.5.5.2 Exegetical remarks 

5.5.5.2.1 Heb 13:18-19 

In v. 18 the author requests prayer for himself191 and 

those with him. As Ellingworth notes, "the use of the exclusive 

'we,192 ... indicates that the discourse is taking on more of 

the character of a personal letter" (1993, 724). The motivation 

for prayer does not appear compelling193 because the author and 

his companions are appealing to their "confidence" or 

"conviction" (1I"E f8w) 194 in a "clear conscience" (KCtA~ 

O"uVEfoTjO"LC;) .195 Here the reason why their conscience is "clear" 

(KCtAf}) is because they desired to "live" (Ct.VCtO"TpE¢OjlCtL) 196 

"honorably" (KCtAWC;) 197 "in every way" (E v 11"&.0" LV) .198 The clear 

191 Cf. Rom 15:30; 2 Cor 1:11. 

192 This is confirmed by the fact that in the next verse the 
author is singled out for special prayer. 

193 But note Mack's comment that "rhetorical use of the 
theme of boasting" may be used "as craft in the service of 
persuasion" (1990, 21). 

194 Cf. 6:9; also Rom 8:38; 15:14; 2 Tim 1:5, 12; for a 
different sense, see v. 17. 

195 For O"uVEfoTjO"LC; Ct.'YCt8f}, see Acts 23:1; 1 Tim 1:5, 19; 1 
Pet 3:16, 21j for O"uvEfoTjO"LC; KCt8Ctpa, see 1 Tim 3:9; 2 Tim 1:3. 

196 Cf. TP01l"OC; in v. 5; a.VCtO"TPO¢f} in v. 7 (by using the same 
term, the author may suggest that his lifestyle is worth 
imitating, like that of the former leaders) i for similar usage, 
see 2 Cor 1:12; 1 Tim 3:15; 1 Pet 1:17. 

197 This means "well, i.e., as we should" (Zerwick 1981, 
689) when associated with Ct.VCtUTpe¢OjlCtL; also note that to live 
honorably (KCtAWC;) contributes to having a clear (KCtAf}) 
conscience. 
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conscience mentioned in v. 18 may be different from being 

sprinkled clean from an evil conscience by the blood of Christ 

(9: 14; 10: 22) ,199 but it must be fundamentally based on the 

conscience cleansed by the sacrifice of Christ. 

Colon 2 may appear apologetic if in v. 17 we see a problem 

in obeying the leaders and we include the author among the 

leaders. The author almost certainly must be one of the leaders 

in view of the tenor of the whole epistle. As we noted earlier, 

however, the conventional admonitions in chap. 13 do not 

necessarily presuppose any problem in the area of admonitions. 

Rather, it seems that the author presents himself as an example 

to follow as he presented the lifestyle of the former leaders 

as an example to imitate (v. 7). 

19200In V. the author "particularly" (1re p L aao TEpwC;) 

"urges" (1TQl.pQl./{ciAEW) 201 them to pray202 for himself. The 

content of the requested prayer is that the author may be 

"restored" (Ct.1TO /(Ql.6 L arrlJ-tL ) 203 to the readers "soon" or "quickly" 

19B Cf. v. 4; similarly, EV 1TQl.VTL Ct.'YQl.6fcJ in v. 21. 

199 Cf. Isaacs, who comments that aUveLOf/aLC; in 13:18 
"hardly carries the full weight of its previous usage in the 
earlier cultic sections" (1992, 98). 

200 Note alliteration and assonance (cf. 1:1; 11:1): 
KepLaaOTEp~c; KQl.PQl./{Ql.A~ ... KOL~aQl.L ••• Ct.1TO/{Ql.TQl.aTQl.6~. 

201 Cf. both 1TQl.PQl./{Ql.AEW and 1TQl.pfi/{Af/aLC; in v. 22; also see Rom 
12:1; 15:30; 16:17; 1 Cor 1:10; 16:15; 2 Cor 2:8; 10:1; Eph 
4:1; 1 Thess 5:14; 2 Thess 3:12; 1 Tim 2:1; 1 Pet 2:11; 5:1. 

202 This is expressed by TOUTO 1TO L€W (cf. v. 17). 

203 Cf. for a similar sense by a different word XQl.P L rw, see 
Phlm 22: "I hope to be restored to you in answer to your 
prayers 11 (NIV). 
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(raXLOV) .204 The desire to be restored suggests that the author 

was, at least at one point of time, with the readers and that 

probably he was a member of the same community. As Attridge 

points out, "this indication of personal travel plans, 205 like 

the request for prayer, 206 is a feature of epistolary 

conclusions and anticipates the further remark about a personal 

visit in vs 23" (1989, 403). 

5.5.5.2.2 Heb 13:20-21 

In vv. 20-21 the author gives a benediction207 and a 

doxology,208 both of which are well established in the literary 

tradition of the New Testament epistles. These verses thus also 

confirm the epistolary character of vv. 18-25. After requesting 

prayer for himself and his companions, the author now prays for 

the "readers" (cf. uj1ac;) (including "himself" (cf. T]j1LV)). This 

benediction is naturally followed by a doxology. This 

benediction is not only well fitted into the epistolary ending 

(vv. 18-25), but also is superbly integrated into the epistle 

as a whole by reminding the readers of the important motifs in 

Hebrews such as peace, conquering death, blood, eternal 

covenant, doing God's will and pleasing God. 

204 Cf. v. 23. 

205 Cf. Rom 15:23-25, 28-29, 32; 1 Cor 16:5-9; Tit 3:12; 
Phlm 22; 2 John 12; 3 John 13-14. 

206 Cf. Rom 15:30-32; Eph 6:19-20; 1 Thess 5:25. 

207 Cf. Rom 15:33; 16:20; 2 Cor 13:11; Phil 4:9,19; 1 Thess 
5:23; 2 Thess 3:16; 2 Tim 4:22; 1 Pet 5:10. 

208 Cf. Rom 16:25-27; Phil 4:20; 1 Tim 6:15-16; 2 Tim 4:18; 
1 Pet 5:11; 2 Pet 3:18; Jude 24-25. 
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The phrase "God of peace" (b eEOC; Tr,C; ELp1jV1]C;) is found in 

the benedictions of Pauline letters. 209 The reference to peace 

is also a regular feature of the opening introduction of the 

New Testament letters. 210 The author may here simply follow the 

literary tradition, but the reference to peace seems intended 

to recall the admonition to "pursue peace211 with all men212 

and sanctification" (12:14). 

The God of peace is the one who "through the blood of the 

eternal covenant brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus, 

that great Shepherd of the sheep.1I The author affirms that 

peace in the community is to be rooted in the peace God gives 

by the salvific action through Jesus. That God raised Jesus 

"from the dead" (EK VEKpWV) is one of the fundamental 

affirmations in the New Testament writings. 213 The common 

phrase "God of peace" was used with intention; the affirmation 

that God raised Jesus from the dead is intended to remind the 

readers of what has been said about men's fear of death and 

God's power to conquer death, as explained in the following 

paragraph. 

Previously it was said that Jesus suffered death (12:2; 

209 Cf. Rom 15:33; 16:20; 2 Cor 13:11 (God of love and 
peace); Phil 4:9; 1 Thess 5:23; also KUPLOC; Eip1jv1]C; in 2 Thess 
3:16. 

210 Cf. Rom 1: 7; 1 Cor 1: 3; 2 Cor 1: 2 i Gall: 3; Eph 1: 2 ; 
Phil 1:2; Col 1:2; 2 Thess 1:2; 1 Tim 1:2; 2 Tim 1:2; Titus 
1:4; Phlm 3. 

211 Cf. 12:11. 

212 For concrete admonitions, cf. 13: 1- 5 (among members) ; 
13:7, 17 {related to the leaders}. 

213 Cf. Rom 4:24; 8:11; 2 Cor 1:9; 4:14; Gal 1:1; Eph 1:20i 
Col 2:12; 1 Pet 1:21. 

http:sheep.1I
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13:12), so that by the grace of God he might taste death for 

everyone (2:9). Jesus, by his death, destroyed him who holds 

the power of death - that is, the devil - and freed those who 

all their lives were held in slavery by their fear of death 

(2:14-15) even though they are destined to die once (9:27). God 

is the one who was able to save Jesus (5:7), and who can save 

anyone (11:19) from death. He also translated Enoch without 

experiencing death (11:5). In fact, the resurrection of the 

dead is one of the elementary teachings about Christ (6:1-2). 

Though Abraham was as good as dead, God gave him numerous 

descendants (11:12). When he offered Isaac by faith, Abraham, 

figuratively speaking, did receive Isaac back from death 

(11:19). Especially chap. 11 is full of references to faith 

shown in the face of death (11:4, 12, 13, 19, 21, 22, 27, 29, 

31, 35, 37). In 11:35 it is said that some women received back 

their dead by resurrection. But others faced death courageously 

because they might obtain a "better resurrection. II 

The standard term for IIraising Upll is eYELpw and it was 

actually used in 11:19. But here the author uses the word 

avayw214 which reminds us of the word ayw in 2: 10. God "brings 

up" (avayw) Jesus from the dead and Jesus "leads ll (ayw) many 

sons to glory. This choice of the word avayw seems to be in 

good accord with his emphasis on Christ's exaltation to the 

right hand of God. 215 This term also evokes the images conveyed 

by the words apx~y6~ (2:10; 12:2) and ~p66po~o~ (6:20). 

214 Cf. Rom 10:7. 


215 Cf. 1: 3 I 13; 8: 1 i 10: 12 i 12: 2. 
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The title of "the great , Shepherd 1 (1roq.d}V)216 of the 

sheep,,217 also confirms the role that Jesus plays in leading 

and guiding the believers as apxry~6~ or 1rp60po~o~. The pastoral 

relationship between the shepherd and the sheep is traditional, 

especially in the gospels. 218 This relationship is also applied 

to the relationship between Christ and his people. 219 The 

church leaders are also described as shepherds, 220 but as those 

who are under the "chief shepherd" (apXL1rOL~ryV),221 Jesus. The 

similar distinction is expressed in v. 20 by the adjective 

Furthermore, the reference to the IIblood of the eternal 

covenant" (al~a oLae~Kry~ aiwvLov) calls to mind in summary 

fashion what has been elaborated especially in the central part 

of Hebrews (4: 14-10: 31). The shed blood223 of Jesus, the 

216 Cf. the leaders' function of "keeping watch" (a~pU1rVEW) 
in v. 17. 

217 Cf. Isa 63:11 LXX where Moses is described as 1rOL~~V rwv 
1rpo(3ftrwv. 

218 Cf. Matt 10:6; 15:24; 18:12-14; Luke 15:3-7. 

219 Cf. John 10: 11, 14: "I am the good shepherd ll (. E~w E i~L 
b 1rOL~~V b Ka~6~); 1 Pet 2:25: lithe Shepherd and Overseer of 
your souls" (b 1rOL~~V KaL E1rLaK01rO~ rwv l/Ivxwv iJ~wv) i also see 
Ps. Sol. 17:40 1 where the shepherding function is attributed to 
the Messiah. 

220 Cf. v. 171 where the leaders' task is described as 
"keeping watch over," which recalls the shepherd image; Acts 
20:28 and 1 Pet 5:2, where the elders are exhorted to "be 
shepherds" (1rOL~aLvw) of God's flock. 

221 Cf. 1 Pet 5: 4 . 

222 Cf. 4:14; 10:21, where ~E~ac; sets Christ, the High 
Priest apart from all the other high priests or priests.l 

223 Cf. 9:12, 14; 10:19, 29; 12:24; 13:12; for the blood of 
the covenant in the Old Testament, see Exod 24:8; Zech 9:11. 
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mediator224 of the new covenant, 225 is the blood of the 

"eternal" (CI!1WVLO<;)226 covenant227 not only because Jesus is 

made perfect forever228 and has an eternal high priesthood,229 

but also because his blood saves completely. 230 The blood of 

Jesus cleanses the conscience of the believers, 231 provides 

them with forgiveness of sins,232 makes them both holy once for 

alP33 and perfect forever, 234 and makes confident access to 

God possible. 235 

There is a problem how to interpret EV before "blood of 

eternal covenant." Some236 take it as denoting accompaniment 

and translate it as "with." Others take it as instrumental and 

translate it as "by"237 or "through. ,,238 In both cases it is 

224 Cf. 8:6; 9:15; 12:24. 


225 Cf. 8:8, 13; 9:15; 12:24. 


226 Cf. 5: 9; 6: 2; 9: 12, 14, 15. 


227 Cf. a "better covenant" in 7:22; for the references to 

an eternal covenant in the Old Testament, see Isa 55:3; 61:8; 
Jer 32:40; 50:5; Ezek 16:60; 37:26. 

228 Cf. 5:9; 7:28. 


229 
 Cf. 5:6; 6:20; 7 : 3 , 16-17, 21, 24. 


230 
 Cf. 2:10; 5:9; 7:25; 9:12, 15, 28. 


231 
 Cf. 9:14; 10:22. 


232 
 Cf. 1:3; 2:17; 7:27; 9:15, 26 27; 10:12, 18. 


233 
 Cf. 2:11; 10:10, 14, 29. 


234 
 Cf. 10:14. 


235 
 Cf. 4:16; 6:19; 7:18; 9:24; 10:19-20, 22. 


236 
 Cf. Montefiore (1964, 251) ; Braun (1984, 478) . 

237 Cf. Attridge (1989, 404) i Bruce (1990, 388). 

238 Cf. Michel (1975,e,1 531) i also NIV or REB. 
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somewhat difficult to make sense of unless we expand the 

meaning of EV by other information we have. For example, Bruce 

comments that God brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus as 

"the demonstration that his sacrifice of himself has been 

accepted by God and the new covenant established on the basis 

of that sacrifice" (1990, 388). To make better sense of the 

successive events (death and resurrection), Zerwick takes EV as 

"causal" (1981, 689). This is followed by Lane, who translates 

as "because of" or IIby virtue of" (1991Q, 563). This third 

option makes the best sense, but it is unusual for the 

preposition EV to be used in a causal sense. As mentioned 

above, however, the purpose of using the phrase EV aL~arL 

oiae~Kry~ aLwvfou seems intended to evoke what has already been 

said, so it would still be appropriate to translate EV as "by" 

or "through" as most of the translations actually do. 

The great shepherd is further identified as "our Lord239 

Jesus" (KUpiO~ 7]~wv • Iryuou~) .240 That this title is regularly 

used in the conclusion of the Pauline letters241 further 

indicates that this benediction forms a part of the conclusion 

of Hebrews. 

The real content of the author's prayer for the readers 

is given in v. 21. He prays that God may242 lIequipll (Karaprftw) 

239 Cf. 2: 3 (without ry~wv) i 7: 14. 


240 The position of . Iryuouv is emphatic. 


241 Cf. Rom 16: 20; 1 Cor 16: 23 (without ry~wv); 2 Cor 13: 13 

(without ry~wv); Gal 6:18; Eph 6:24; Phil 4:23 {without ry~WV)i 1 
Thess 5:28; 2 Thess 3:18. 

242 This prayerful wish is expressed by an aorist optative 
Karap r f ua I. • 
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them with everything good for doing his will and "work" (1ro LEW) 

in us what is pleasing to him through Jesus Christ. The verb 

KCCTCCPTttw243 was used in 10:5, where God "prepared" (KCCTCCPTttW) 

a human body for Christ so that he may please God244 by doing 

the will of God (10:7, 9). The author prays that the same God 

who worked in Jesus245 would also work in the readers. 

The author wants God to equip the readers "with everything 

good II ( € y rrccy T t 6!,ycc8~) 246 II so that" {ei ( TO) they may "do" 

{rrOLEw)247 the IIwill" (8EATJJlCC)24B of God. The expression 

"everything good ll is very general, but that is the point. The 

author's real desire is that the readers do the will of God 

using whatever resources God provides them and live a life 

pleasing to God. 

The phrase IIdoing the will of God" recalls 10:36, where 

the readers were told that they need perseverance so that when 

they have "done the will of God," they will receive the 

promise. In the context of 10:32-39, doing the will of God is 

related to major themes of Hebrews, for example, sufferings and 

243 For the sense of lito form" or "to create," cf. 11:3. 

244 This is implied when it is said that God did not 
"desire" (8EAW) sacrifices and offerings nor was he "pleased" 
(EVOOKEW) with burnt offerings and sin offerings. 

245 God prepared a body for Christ that he might do the will 
of God by offering his body as a God-pleasing sacrifice for sin 
and then raised him from the dead and exalted him to the right 
hand of the Majesty in heaven. 

246 Cf. € Y rrCt(H Y in vv. 4, 18. 

247 Cf. the same verb rro L EW in colon 5; note that God 
"works" (rroLEw) in the readers and the readers "do" (rroLEw) 
God's will. 

24B Cf. 10:7, 9, 10 (8EAW in 10:5, 8) where doing the will 
of God establishes the new covenant (specifically see 10:9). 
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persecutions, perseverance, promise, reward, inheritance, 

faith, and not shrinking back. 

Also, the phrase "pleasing to him,,249 recalls 11:5-6, 

where the author illustrated the principle that lIit is 

impossible to please God without faith" by the example of 

Enoch. The verb "to please" (euapeC1TEw) was used in 13:16, 

where God is pleased with such sacrifices as doing good and 

sharing with others. Offering such sacrifices may be described 

as worshipping God "acceptablyll (euapEC1TW<;) (12:28). By 

recalling many important exhortations given earlier, the 

author, through this prayer, seems to continue to "exhort" 

(7rapW(()!A EW) 250 the readers indirectly. 

The last mention of the name of Jesus Christ, who is the 

Son and the High Priest, recalls all that God has done for us 

through him. This naturally leads to a doxology. The antecedent 

of 4J may be either God or Jesus Christ. 251 But taking "Jesus 

Christ" as the antecedent252 seems to be more natural because 

of its proximity to the relative pronoun. The doxology to 

Christ is somewhat unusual, but it is not surprising, 

considering the significant role he plays not only in the 

elaborate exposition of the central part of Hebrews, but also 

249 Cf. eulioKEw in 10:6, 8 (God is not pleased with burnt 
offerings and sin offerings) i 10:38 (God is not pleased with 
the one who shrinks back) . 

250 Cf. vv. 19, 22. 

251 Cf. Cranfield (1967, 441), who prefers to leave this 
question open. 

252 Cf. 2 Pet 3: 18 . 
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in most of the exhortations. 253 In this doxology, the author 

himself offers to God a sacrifice of praise through Jesus (v. 

15) . 

5.5.5.2.3 Heb 13:22-25 

Before the actual final greetings (vv. 24-25), the author 

comments on his writing (v. 22) and explains more about the 

situation of himself and/or his companions (v. 23). 

In v. 23 the author addresses the readers as "brothers" 

(CtOEA¢OL) .254 In spite of many concerns about the readers, in 

their case he is "confident of better things things that 

accompany salvation" (6:9). However, he still feels that they 

need to "bear" (CtvEXOJ1.ctL) 255 his "word of exhortation" (A0-Y0C; 

T~C; 7TctpctKA~aEWC;) 256 and he "exhorts" (7TctpctKctAEW) 257 them to 

that purpose. The following -yap clause gives the brevity of the 

letter258 as the reason for bearing. This statement that he 

253 For example, see the many references to Jesus (shown by 
the third semantic slot in the Greek text) in vv. 7 17. 

254 Cf. 3:1; 10:19; for Ct-yct7TTJTO[, see 6:9. 

255 Cf. 2 Cor 11: 1; it is implied that for now the word of 
exhortation may not seem pleasant, but painful; later on, 
however, it will produce a good result (cf. 12:11). 

256 Cf. 12: 5; Acts 13: 15 i also 1 Pet 5: 12: "I have written 
to you briefly, encouraging you" (Oi' OAL-YWV E-YPct~ct 7TctpctKctAWV). 

257 Cf. v. 19; 3:13; for the use of 7TctpctKctAEw in a 
concluding part of other New Testament letters, see Rom 15:30; 
16:17; 1 Cor 16:15; 1 Thess 5:14; 2 Thess 3:12; 1 Pet 5:1. 

258 The "word of exhortation" in v. 22 is considered to 
refer to Hebrews as a whole; cf. Trudinger (1972, 130), who 
argues that it refers only to chap. 13. By giving E7TLaTEAAw the 
meaning "enjoin" or "instruct" and 7TctpaKATJaLC; the meaning 
"exhortation of an instructional or admonitory nature" he 
explains both why the author asks the readers to bear patiently 
and why he said that his instructions are brief. 
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"has written" (E7rLCTTEAAW)259 "briefly" ([)La (3paXEwv) may be 

conventional. 260 But as Montefiore comments, the letter may 

"seem lengthy, but in fact it could all be read aloud in an 

hour" (1964, 253). The author could have written much longer in 

view of certain verses such as 5:11, 9:15 and 11:32. 

In v. 23 the author gives further information about 

himself and Timothy, who seems to be Paul's fellow worker (Rom 

16: 21) .261 This reference to the name Timothy may have an 

implication for the authorship, but as Attridge points out, 

"this mention of Timothy is too casual to be the work of a 

pseudepigraphist using the well-known name to suggest Pauline 

authorship" (1989, 409). Rather, this points to a certain 

connection of the author of Hebrews with Pauline circles, but 

no more than that. 

From the information that Timothy has been "released" 

(C~7rOAfiw) 262 it is impossible to pinpoint his exact situation. 


The release seems to be a release from imprisonment, 263 but 


when, where, and why he was imprisoned is a moot question. 


Anyway, if he comes "soon" (Tax I. 0 V) ,264 the author wants to 


visit and see the readers with Timothy. As mentioned above, 

this travel plan was expected from the author's prayer request 

259 Cf. E"( pal/la in Phlm 21; 1 Pet 5: 12 . 

260 Cf. {) I.' OA r"(wv in 1 Pet 5: 12 . 

261 Cf. Acts 16:1-3; 17:14-15; 18:5; 19:22; 20:4. 

262 Cf. &7roAfiTPWCTI.~ in 11:35; also note other references to 
the prisoners in 10:34; 11:36; 13:3. 

263 Cf. Acts 16:35-36; 26:32; 28:18. 

264 Cf. v. 19. 

, I 
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in v. 19. 

In v. 24 there come final greetings. The author first 

"sends his own greetings" (aa1l'a?;Oj1.ClL) 265 to the community 

addressed. He specifies the recipients of the greetings as the 

whole266 community by the phrase "all your leaders267 and all 

the 'saints' (aYLoc;).,,268 Next the author passes on the 

greetings of those who are with him.269 The expression 0 i a1l'o 

iryC; 'IiaALac; is ambiguous. It is probable that this expression 

shows the origin of those people. 270 But it is impossible to 

determine where "those who originally came from Italy" are at 

the present moment. It is very possible that these people are 

not residing in Italy now. In view of the special greetings 

from "those who originally come from Italy" we may infer that 

these greetings may be to those who are now in Italy. 271 It is 

more likely than not. To go further than this will be 

265 Cf. Rom 16:3-16; Phil 4:21; Col 4:15; 1 Thess 5:26; 2 
Tim 4:19; Titus 3:15; 1 Pet 5:14; 3 John 15. 

266 Note the repetition of "all" (1I'ac;) three times in vv. 
24 25. 

267 Cf. vv. 7, 1 7 . 

268 Cf. 3: 1; also Phil 4: 21: "Greet every saint" (. Aa1l'aaaaO E 

1I'aVia aytov) . 

269 Cf. Rom 16:21, 23; 1 Cor 16:19-20; 2 Cor 13:12; Phil 
4:21-22; Col 4:10-14; 2 Tim 4:21; Titus 3:15; Phlm 23-24; 1 Pet 
5:13; 2 John 13; 3 John 15. 

270 Cf. e.g., Acts 6:9; 10:23; 17:13. 

271 For the opinion that Hebrews is sent to the community in 
or near Rome, see Filson (1967, 10-11); J. A. T. Robinson 
(1976, 206-13) i Hagner (1981, 222-23); Goppelt (1982g , 239); 
Attridge (1989, 10); Bruce (1990, 391); Lane (1985, 16-18; 
1991g , lviii-Ix; 1991Q, 571); Gordon (1991, 437); Ellingworth 
(1993, 29). 
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speculative. Some are content to live with that ambiguity. 272 

In v. 25 the author expresses his final blessing273 

briefly with a conventional one. 274 Although conventional, this 

prayer for grace is quite fitting for concluding Hebrews 

because the author's major concern was to make sure that "all" 

(~&~) the readers would find grace from Jesus the great high 

priest (4:16) and "not any" (Jl~ Ti~) of them would miss the 

grace of God (12:15). 

272 Cf. Bruce (1990, 391); P. E. Hughes (1977, 594) j REB, 
which translates as "our Italian friends." 

273 Some have doubted the integrity of 13:22-25 because of 
the presence of two benedictions (vv. 20-21 and v. 25), but 
these double benedictions are regularly found in the New 
Testament, for example, Gal 6:16-18; Phil 4:19-23; 1 Thess 
5:23-28; 2 Thess 3:16-18; 1 Pet 5:10-14; and possibly the end 
of Romans. 

274 Cf. Rom 16:20; 1 Cor 16:23; 2 Cor 13:13; Gal 6:18; Eph 
6:24; Phil 4:23; Col 4:18; 1 Thess 5:28; 2 Thess 3:18; 1 Tim 
6:21; 2 Tim 4:22; Titus 3:15 (this is exactly the same as that 
of Hebrews); Ph1m 25; Rev 22:21. 


